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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Pacific Salmon Treaty established a chinook conservation program to
sbulid depressed stocks by 1998. The goal of the program is to in rease
production by increasing spawning escapements to levels associated with the
maximum sustainable harvest.
This report describes a framework for evaluating progress towards rebuilding
depressed chinook stocks under the Pacific Salmon Treaty. The report focuses on
documentation of indicator stocks and identification of information requirements
and analytical procedures recommended for assessment,
From a technical perspective, determillations may be made concerning the
status of individual stocks vis-a-vis their rebuilding schedules. Completion of
rebuilding is also straigiltforward since an individual stock would be rebuilt
when, over a period of years, spawning escapements are maintained at or near the
escapement gua] established by the appropriate management agency. Escapement
goals are expected to be reviewed throughout the rebuilding program as
productivity information became available.
On a regional Dr coastwide basis, decisions must De made on the basis of the
status of aggregations of stocks.
Individual stocks or groups of stocks will be
ahead, OR, or behind schedule and the rebuilding status of other stocks may be
uncertain.
Is completion of rebuilding synonymous with rebuilding all depressed
stocks or something else? A number of optiOllS are presented for consideration.
Policy decisions must be made before conclusions can be reached concerning the
status of rebuilding on a regional or coastwide basis.

In assessing the status of individual stocks under the rebuilding program,
three main elements must be examined: III spawning escapement levels; (2) fishery
harvest and stock-specific exploitation rates; and (31 production responses to
increases i l l spawning escapements.
In developing the rebuilding program, the
immediate objective was to stop the decline in escapements of natllrally spawning
chinook populations and to increase escapements subsequently. The ultimate
objective, however, must be to maximize sustainable harvests. A phased approach
that reflects expectations for changes in data availability and quality as the
rebuilding program progresses is recommended.
As more and better data become
D
available , quantitative assessment options can b employed with les5 uncertainty.
A full discussion of these phases is presented in the section entitled "Phases",
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IIHRODlJCTIDN
A combination of catch ceilings and fishery specific harvest rate
restrictions was implemented under the Pacific Salmon Treaty to Dattain by 1998
escapement goals established to restore production of natural spawning chinook
stocks". The regimes are designed to progressively increase escapements as
harvest rates are reduced by maintaining catch ceilings in major mixed-stock
fisheries and limiting harvest rates for other fisheries through pass-through
provisions, while production responds to spawning escapement increases (Figure
1)"

illustrates the anticipated pattern of the total chinook catch
tn a ceilinged fishery before and during the implementation of the chinook
rebuilding program.
illustrates the anticipated pattern of terminal returns I under
average conditions, for a stock before and during the rebuilding program.
illustrates the antiCipated pattern of spawning escapements,
under average conditions, for a stock where terminal fisheries are
constrained by exploitation rates until rebuilding is complete.
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to quantitatively li?v,:..tluate intt::tim

progress towards rebuilding , the following factors must be taken into account:
1.
Individual stocks are not expected to rebuild at a constant rate over
time. Stocks are expected to rebuild at different rates because of
variability in survival I life history, productivity anti
migration/distribution patterns;
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differences in the degree to which individual stocks were depressed below
optimum production levels;
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The harvest of a given fishery may be comprised of mature and immature
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harvest rate reductions by major mixed-stock fisheries during anyone year
will be spread over 2-3 years of spawning escapements;
:~
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4. The quallty and availability of historical data bases on escapements are
poor for some stocks. This problem is further aggravated by differences in
escapement estimation procedures employed for individual stocks over time;
5. The method of rebuilding chosen is expected to yield small responses in
escapements of many stocks in the early years of the rebuilding program;
6. Spawning escapement goals may change over time, either increasing or
decreasing, as information on stock productivity becomes available;
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7. Environmental conditions may accelerate or retard the rate of rebuilding
of particular stocks, at different times during the rebuilding program;

(i )

Conceptually, the assessment of rebuilding progress can be described
d El V r~ ,t, {J P:t n {J r.~ ~;.. ~.:: r i f::: s n 'f interim goals or targets for rebuilding; and
Practical application of this process poses two general problems:
1)

For an individual stock with established goals, how should interim targets be
chusen and how should progress be measured?
for individual stocks be summarized
(for example by region or management unit) to represent general progress
towards rebuilding?
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considerable uncertainty regarding the accuracy of parameters involved in key
assumptions underlying the models aild assessment methods emplDyed to establish the
initial catch ceilings under the rebuilding program: (II steck productivity; (2)
constant natural mortality rates of ocean fish; (3) stable stock distribution; and
(4) consistent f shiny patterns. The Committee is developing methods to xamine
the implications of the uncertainty in these parameters for the risk to the
successful completion of the rebuilding program. The projections used in
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regimes have not been considered and experience has already demonstrated that the
m~nner in which catch ceilings are implemented is likely to invalidate some of
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The tools and procedures employed by the Committee to aSS2S5 rebuilding will
evolve over time. As more information becomes available, parameters can be
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necessary adjustments can be made.
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Anticipated trends of catch, terminal run, escapement and exploitation rate under
the chinook conservation program with fixed catch ceilings.

EVALUATION FRAMEWDRK

Assessment of a multiple brood cycle chinook rebuilding program requires
consideration of three basic elements:
1) spawning escapements;
2) fishery harvest rates and stock-specific exploitation rates; and
3) production responses from increased spawning escapements.

The relative emphasis placed on each of these elements will change as the
rebuilding p ogram progresses.
Th assessment framework requires a long-term commitment to maintain
escapement monitoring, inrticator stock coded wire tagging , and fishery sampling
programs. Stable support for these data collection and tagging activities is

The ecoffimended framework defines the information l measurement and analytical
techniques needed to evaluate progress towards rebuilding. Where specific
measurements tan be developed, actual results will be compared with expectations.
CDnclusions will be difficult to reach based upon a single year's data, therefDre
p ocedures to detect and analyze trends and similarities between stocks will he
The analytic81 framework is intended to:
reflect regional differences in assessing responses of indic8tor stocks!

identify major deviations from expectations wllich may require recommendations
~f 1) r a 1 t era tiD n ~~s i nth ~2 {.-- ~~ b u i :t d j, Ii 9 m,: :; n a q GI men t {,. {-? q i me 5 ;
include development and/or refinement of anal

lcal procedures for measurable

Ct-it2rii~g

Five tasks are requlreo to implement this framework:
fntJnitDrinq

~~·Pt::t!rJni

stock-specific exploitation rates, and fishery harvest rates;

(3)

compile data;

(5)

evaluate harvest management actions.
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A coastwide system of indicator stocks .~ being established to monitor
escapements, stock-specific exploitation, and fishery harvest rates. Indicator
stocks are employed since it is impractical to monitor the response of all chinook
stocks to the rebuilding program. There are two types of indicator stocks:
used to monitor spawning

escapement levels

for naturally propagated stocks.
resulting from management actions. These will primarily be artificially
propagated, coded-wire-tagged stocks which have distribution, maturity, and
harvest patterns that are assumed to be similar to natural stocks of concern.
Indicator stocks established by management entities In the United States and
Canada to represent chinook production units are summarized in the tables attached
to this report. Detailed descriptions of indicators will be provided for
reference in regional supplements to this report. These regional summaries
identify existing and anticipated harvest rate indicators and escapement
indicatDrs that will be used tu assess the progress of rebuilding.
In additionl
available detailed background information is supplied for each indicator stock.
Existing and anticipated escapement indicator stocks are described in
regional reports. For each escapement indicator stock the following information
is supplied where available:
t'- \,

2)
3)
41
5)

rationale for selection;
identification of prDduction represented;
current escapement goal;
basis for the escapement goal; and
escapement enumeration method.

Existing and anticipated harvest rate indicators are described in regional
{repod:s, For
narvest rate InOICatOr stnck:: the f 01 I QJ,'li [l(J i.nfDrmati.on is
,

~

I

•

I'

I

suppli8d~

,.I. ,\

21
3)
4)

rationale for selectiDn;
production represented by the indicator;
when the indicator was or is expected to be coded wire tagged; and
when tag recovery information was or is expected to become available.

In general

l

indicators were selected according to the following criteria:

1)
representative coverage of most geographic areas, stock
units, and racial types;

2)

production

availability of an appropriate baseline data set;

3) feasibility of obtaining necessary data (e.g. availability of sufficient
numbers of juveniles for marking and capability to accurately estimate
8SCi:'1pr.:mt:::nts)

4)

~

availability of major artificial production facilities;
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5)

expected contribution to fisheries of interest to the Pacific Salmon

r:ommission~

Rebuilding progress of individual stocks can be assessed against interim
annual targets for spawning escapements, fishery harvest rates, and stock-specific
t!;.; p 1 0 ita t i Ci n rat t-? !::. ,
F c; \'" ~~ toe k !~, r~; p I~ e !~} ~2 n ted j, nth E! Can B. d ,'i.\ / II ~ S" i: Ii t fl () n k mD d I::? 1. ~ a
time series of 2xpected harvest rates, stock exploitation rates, and escapements
can be generated and used as interim targets. For other stocks, trend lines, step
5clledules or other measures must be established by the appropriate jurisdiction to
depict expected progress under the rebuilding schedule. The Committee has not yet
been able to address these topics for 1987 planning.

Escapements and Tlrminal Run.
The rr~spOnSF.!5 tff

the tr~rmi nl~\l

runs· and ·thE~ Sp;ii.~!/n:i ntj (~'~;c:ap~::ments tJ"i:

thf~

escapement indicator stocks are the major direct measures for progress towards
rebuilding. Spawning escapements and goals should be expressed in terms of
adults, with a breakout by females and males wherever possible. Total escapement
numbers alone can be quite misleading since egg deposition is the critical factor
in spawning escapements, not total numbers of fish, regarrlless of age or sex
struc.tur~~:1<

towards rebuilding can

be

use of harvest rates in trend analysis assumes that stock distributioil and fishing
P;·1.tt~?rns:.,

m(~tu,ration~

qrot!:Jth a,nd

rectUitm~2nt

!~.lre

a,11

ri~:lativfl1y

cGflsi~;tl~nt

durinq

the rebuilding program or that adjustments can be made for changes.
1 "
~.

,I

Exploitation rates for fish of one age in a
specific fishery can be used individually or averaged for several
i n die (.~ tor So t. G C k s t C) d f? V (-~ lop f~ n a 8!2 ~~ s· F) 2 C i 'f i c ·f j, ;,. t'l f2 r y h a r v f? E t r i.~ t e i n d ~? ~.~ ~
Because of potential differences in year-to-year stock distribution, it
recommended that Bxploitation rates be Qveraged for major contributing
stocks for comparison with target reductions in fishery harvest rates.
For

thE~

f1i<~r",r

terHi~

alJE:--i;i.~>hf~ry

l'1a.rv~;si:

rr~\tf.~5

for

£;~~'\{(~~f~~.l

~~,tncks

~:.h\Julri

15

hf0

used for assessing the effect of PSC management regimes.
Exploitation rates for all fisheries on individual
indicator stocks can be used to assess cumulative effects of all
fisheries. There are two sub- types of stock-specific exploitation rates
which can be calCUlated:
a) exploitation rate for primary age clas5 in harvest;
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bl exploitation rate for an entire brood (four to five age classes
combinf:?d}

~

Stock-specific explDitation rate calculatiDns are potentially more
reliable than fishery-specific harvest rates. Fewer assumptions
concerning fish distribution are required and more data can be used to
generate the estimate. The disadvantages of stock specific exploitation
rates are the difficulty Ot evaluating the perfDrmance of particular
fisheries and the length of time required (three to four years) to obtain
~ln

E!s:;timat.i~s

Production RalponlBI
If sex composition and age structure remain stable, a given spawning
escapement level for a stock is expected to produce a certain population size
(e.g. catch plus escapement of a given brood). Under such circumstances, the
productivity, or number of fish produced per spawning fish, an be expected to
vary with the level of escapement. It is extremely important to collect
information on the sex and age composition of the spawning population, since these
characteristics can greatly affect productivity.
The rebuilding program is premised upon an expectation that increases in
spawning escapements will generate increased production in subsequent
It is theoretically possible to directly measure such increases for
specific indicator stocks. However, such measurements may be suspect because
monitoring programs may invulve sampling error, and biases such as increasing
enhancement may confDund results.
Indirect measurements of increased abundance
(F2r1rly

indici?~tiDn

sl'lctker (ates,

o{:

catch

produ.ction
ratG:"~1,

t~jith

rninim~\l

:inc:identi:il Ci:i'tch

early indicators of success.
have not yet been developed.

~~i:~;hery

It!v~~15)

imp~\ct~;~ E~~qn jt:'{ck CDu;nts~~;
may t~vf:?ntuL.{lly be thE" bE~s:.t

Specific techniques to evaluate production responses

Three types Df comparative evaluations should be perfDrmed:
1) baseline period;

31 trends and similarities among indicator stocks.
The

f.:-f+~?cti Vf:,.nf~e,s

Df

t.hE"SE~

f~val u!~~ti

onSI i:;, cif~pendent

Dn~

(1.)

tflr:: qUt?l i ty Di:

the data collected for each of the indicator stocks; (21 the availability of
suitable baseline data; and (3) the amount of time allowed to confidently
establish the direction and magnitude of observed trends.
Interrelationships between observed changes in spawning escapements, fishery
harvest rates, and stock-specific exploitation rates must be taken into account
when evaluating rebuilding progress. Examples of combillations of [nanges in
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spawning escapements and fishery harvest/stock exploitation rates are presented In
the fullowing table along with potential causes, assuming average environmental
conditiDnE;"

INTERPRETATION OF CHANGES IN SPAWNING ESCAPEMENT,
FIBHERY HARVEST AND SrOCK EXPLOITATION RATES
E;{ p 1 Ci it c\ t.:t on /
Harvl-:?sl:

Reasons (assuming ceiling management)
~~~==

=============~====

==~

=======~====~=====~

=c=~========~==~~======

Abundance and distribution as anticipated

Dr:,crea'"E:
/No Ch~l

No Chq

InCr{0ast~

Higher abundance of indicator StOCK anD
reduced abundance of other stocks or
differential harvest

I nCr("i~~,.e

Lower Indicator stock abundance ur
reduced abundance of other stocks or
increased vulnerability or

/No Chg

Lower indicator stock abundance and
increased abundance of other stocks or
reduced vulnerability

No Chq

Lower indicator stock abundance and
decreased abundance of other stocks or
increased vulnerability

iNC! Chq

Lower indicator stock abundance ann
lower vulnerability and
increased abundance of other stocks or
increased vulnerability of other stocks

This category involves assessment of patterns emerging during implementation
of the rebuilding program.
It includes such topics as differential impacts on
:~. toe k tv P(~! {,~. !: E:: ~ q = r; Pi ii-I q V
1: all}, c h ct n ~~ e :~. i n i n d U (: t: d in () r tal i t i b: ~~}, ~~t n d b t 2~~::' i n
CD mp 1 :i I~~ n c f~~ !ll:i t 11 E~!-:i t iii b 1 :i s} h f~ d t p 9 i Hi e ~~ ~
1 if! P;:{ c: t:; D':: f i S~ t~ i n t~ r f.,? qUI at :i 0 n s, s u c: h cl !~1 5 i 2 12
j

",

limitv~.
mU5~

Dr

S8i~tSOn

e

~~tr~uctu.rt},

on the

.~\q2

and

S{~X

l::Gmpof;:.j,tion oi:

SPt~~\.!Jninq

es:.c;lp(~ment~~.

also be considered.

In tt'iE! ~?arly part 01: t.he rebui:tdint;, pf'Ggr'am~ in-formatiDi1 -frum iI"iciic:atDt and
stock sessment programs will be Bxtremely limited and alternative means of
assessing the effectiveness of management measur25 may be necessary.
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PHASED APPROACH TO REBUILDING ASSESSMENT
As tIle rebuilding program progresses, the relative emphasis placed upon
s.;, f:i!:. h ~~ r y h a r v ~~ ~:~ t r ;~I t f: ~5, ~; t Cl C k ~., !~i p~:: c i +i [, F~ X P1 D:i t. a t i ti n r ':'i t f~ S .r~ i'l d
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productivity ~~J:i.ll ch;~lnqf;~ !:~s ;\~ill tl'''if? qUB.lity and qu.\~intj,ty nf thf2 data. cnl1ectf2"d
fro m :i. n d i r: ,~t D r ~;, 't CJ c k ~:l " In i t i <:.i 11 y, t {l E-: r~ mph Ct is i~; t:J i 11 b P f i s; h C~ r y ~~; n d s} t U c k

dependent, reflecting differences in the quality and quantity of indicator stock
E'i:~::Dr-t

datan

ind:i.{:~~tDr

:;l'tould
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to

fDCU~:;
prDvidf;~

on es
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abl:{shin{~

mOtE~

(3.d{:?quatt~

a[c:ut!;"ttf.~
b~i!:::tis:.

~ty~~ti::ms

!fiDn:itof'.inq

';:0["

a~;;s{:?S~;}1H8nt

j,n

-tht~

-for all
fUtU.f·f0~

The Committee recommends that tile program to assess rebuilding be stratified
into three general phases. These phases reflect how the assessment is anticipated
to chanqe over the rebuilding schedule.

ThE! rel;;~tive us£~fulnf.!s~:, o·f eSiCap(~ments;, fish~{ry h{:·irVf.~!;t rat.E~~:l~ and SftDck
f~·}~ P 1. Di t fl tiD n rat: e~; i i~i f.1 ~~. S E'!:; ~:~ i n (] r 8 b u. i 1. d:i n !~:j \~,1 i 11 b t-? ~s toe k ~j f~ P eli d f: n t d u r~ i !~i fJ
t.ill!:; per:iod"
The 1'"'1:;\-(2 n{ rt.:buildin~JI' annul~'ll vCiriabil:i'ty in t"E:buildinq

measures and the adequacy of baseline and monitoring programs will Metermine
how rebuilding will be assessed. Major declines in abundance for specific
stocks, as indicated by higher than anticipated fishery harvest/stock
uxploitation rates and/of lower than anticipated escapements, may indicate
t h i~ t {: u r t h t? r r tf due tin n ;;-} i!1 °f.1~; h (:;; \c- y C !;;: iIi fi q S G r h a t- v f,~ £; t j"" at 1:2 S i:.; r E~ n ~:~;: E~~:.J ~~. 11 i'- Y~

many stocks, changes in spawning escapements may be difficult to detect early
in the rebuilding program given the small magnitude of expected r'esponse in
relation to annual variablity and sampling uncertainties. Where available,
coded wire tag data should be analyzed to determine whether Dbserved fishery
harvest/stock exploitation rates are consistent with expectations for the
fisheries limited by ceilings or harvest rate restrictions. However, major
changes in spawning escapements I especially if observed across a series of
stocks or regions would be detectable.
It should be
of

£-lGmt~\

~o5sible

~-;tocks;.

in

to develop assessments of changes in exploitation rates

rr,?sp{1n~:.(~

to

manii~~~?ffiE?nt

actiiJn~;

imp{j~;pd

undr.:r tliS

rr~{.;!a\ty~

The joint chinook model would be used to provide estimates of changes in
fishery harvest and stock exploitation rates for comparison with actual
Given the uncertaInty involved with estimates for a specific stock in a
i t h i n f ish G r i E? ~j
r n h E' ~) h 0 r t t t:: r m~ ~IJ f2 t:i 1:1 U 1 d [:;"}~ Pf? C t r E;,t b u i 1 din q t. Ct PIF (} ~l r E~ s:. ~;I
if target reductions in fishery harvest rates are achieved.
This comparative
information, combined with data from the fisheries and e5capements~ catch
patterns and recruitment estimates would provide the primary indications Df
whether Dr not the rebuilding process is Dn schedule.

tJJ
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In the initial part of the rebuilding program, effort will be concentrated in
laying the foundatiun for the assessment and monitoring systems necessary to
evaluate progress towards the rebuilding schedule. Harvest rate and
escapement indicator stock programs will he established during this period
and analytical tools developed.

During tlli

pha;:6E~

D1:

t.hE~

prD~Jram5

ChEtnq~?~;

in EiPf:{t3inin9

2!~iCdpemF;n'Cs;

rc:.~=lultln9

from PSC management should become more apparent. Increased emphasis WGul
placed on escapements compared to Phase I. Trends in escapement will be
assessed for consistency with harvest rate changes and anticipated
productivity responses.

be

Brood exploitation rates will be estimated and compared with expectations
generated by modeling efforts. Data for indicator stocks will be compared to
identify potential problems in underlying assumptions regarding stock
distribution patterns and fishery impacts.

r: i ~;; f"i (~r y

h a r v l~:; t rat e ~ b r D D cl e ~{ p 1 Cr i t iil t i G n rat r~ ~ I:i n d f2:~ t:: i~ P1:.:: Hi t:~ ri t d a t f~'l t~J i 1:t b17:
examined for consistency with expectations. Escapement and harvest rate
indi~atDrs will be evaluated to determine if they are appropriate for
production units of concern.

Efforts could be initiated to estimate total production from individual
~;tDf:ks u~;inq ~~pa.~~Jning (2~:.l:ap(;:mE·nt ~!5ti.mat(;?!:; r~nd na,f"VE-}S.t ptDfiles. ft-nm
appropriate indicator stocks. Estimated productivity rates will be compared
to model expectations to assess the accuracy of stock productivity estimates
inhf,trent :tfi

th(~!

r£d:luilding progrc::m:l

In C:iddit'.ion

j

prDduct.ivit.y

l~!:;timat.esf

may

provide information for evaluation of escapement goals.
In a number of cas2s 1 productivity estimates may be confounded by enhancement
to intiicat,c)r stDck prCfqram~5r.
Under such circum~;tanc2:';7 ot~tf;?r'
estimates of production response, such as jack counts, could be developed and
r\::;~li~.te(i

E?\/al u(~l,t(~~d

Phlll
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III (1994-199B)
Changes in spawning escapement levels snoulo become more and
during this p riod if the rebuilding prllgram is progressing as anticipated.
The primary emphasis durillg this phase would be placed on escapements during
this phase. Assessments of stock productivity will continue as data
concerning rospollse to spawning escapement levels become available.
The process described herein is limited to the assessment of proyr2ss towards
~; P a ~:J n :i n 9 2 Si C c.l Pf:1 in Fi n t s;. t G ~j Ci a 1 :~;, 2 ~1 t c\ b 1 i 0.! i r2 d b V c\ PPt tl Pr i ~'l t c!
management jurisdictions. Evaluation of individual stock escapement goa15 is
It is anticipated that goals
an ongoing process within managing agencies.
will be revised as new information on productivity, escapement levels,
fishery harvest rates, and stock-specific exploitation rates become
r f) b u i 1. din 9

ava,ilablEJ~
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As a product of the indicator stock program, a fairly comprehensive data set
of escapements and harvest rates should exist for a wide variety of chinook
stocks.
awning escapement trends should clearly be established and much
f::'a!;it~r

to idf:ntify than in \·?arl:i(::r
df1grr~{~ n+ conl:idi:2ncf~ in DUll"
exploitation rates
hiqhti}~;t

ph~{~jEI!;u

In

!~?st:i.matt?~;

add:ttlon~

n·f +i::3herv

~~le

~~Jil1

hi~.tVf;;!

h{:tVE~

thfr!

t a:ncl !::,t(Jck

identify the stocks that will be rebuilt under status quo management and the
stocks in need of additional management action.

Assessment measures, anticipated observations and activities that would
occur in each phase of this evaluation framework are summarized in the following
l: "li:; 1 E:' "
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SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT PHASES

=============~~

~========

======

Relative changes in
fishery harvest rates
awnIng escapements

==============~==~===~===============

Establish baselines for
compc\t'i

!::·t:Jn~;

Establish indicator stock system
Anticipate reductions In fishery
harve~;t

ratE::;

Increase in the age (and potentially
sex compositionl of fish returning
to terminal areas
Escapement changes in 50me stocks
difficult to detect and interpret
Spawning escapement

'f 'f

.l,\.

Stock-specific brood year
exploitation rates

Increasing rate of increase in
terminal run size, catch and
escapement
Progressive reduction in fishery

Relative changes in
fishery harvest rates
Initiate productivity
a~.sF~s5ffH~i1ts

Substantial reductions in brood
year exploitation rates for
individual stocks
Increased abundance of juveniles
Increase of older and female fish
in terminal ar'eas

T 1

1.

~.

'i

j'

,\.

'"

'j

.",

Relative cnanges 1n
fishery harvest rates

Intensify productivity
;:;iSSt;rSf-i.ment :s
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RDgionll and COB.twida A•••• amlnt
A conclusion regarding the progress of rebuilding all natural stocks
coastt;~id8
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r-E;tqiDnally

rE~quir8~;

policy

dec:ision~.

a~j

to

tht~

dei:initiDrl Ot

"rebuilding H • In the assessment of the status of individual stocks, some stocks
or groups of stocks will clearly be ahead, on, or behind schedule. The rebuilding
status of still other stocks may be uncertain (For example, patterns of escapement
may b (~~ h i q h J Y V 1:11t~ i ~1. b 1 f~ ~:'J:i. the ~:. cap ~? Hi ~:~ n t~,5 e}~ t: £~ e din gin t 0~' r i in t ;~, r q e t ~~. i r! 2· D HI f2 Y{,2 ~~ r ~:,
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regimes are required.
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RlgiDnal Summarill
reflecting potential differences in establishment of escapement
availability of information, ~nd assessment approaches.

Caaltwide Summary of Rabuilding Pragrlll
There are serious technical and policy problems in providing an overall
c02stwide summary of rebuilding progress. Technically, it is difficult to
summarize data which are collected by different methods with varyillg degrees of
accuracy and which may represent different approaches to assessment. For
i n ~,; tan C f} ~ () Ii E·; a q f? n c: y may u::; t~ (} n 1 y t h ~:~ 1 a r q f: S tan d / Dr' II E~ a:1 t h i \-~ S~ t s t DCk S. ~Jt h :i 1 t:~
another may only monitor the weakest (and probably smallerl stocks. These types
Df approaches can lead to biases when the regional summaries are collated.
There are also important policy questions which must be addressed:
1) llJhen i~; {~\ !I~JtDckl! reDu:i 1 t? (i t?~,
be achieved to count for success?)
n

hD~J!

miirn'y'

year~,

mu~:.'(,

the

£~:;cap~mE'nt

902,1

2) What proportion of the indicator stocks (within a particular river system.

region, c02stwidel needs to be rebuilt in order for rebuilding to oe
% of the production?)
(i ~ E?" ~ all, t.hi? majDr:ity~

c:tfmp12t(~?

3) Should we concentrate only on wild andior hatchery stocks which are in
trouble or should a broader crosssection of stocks be used for evaluation?
Regardless of how these policy questions are answered, any coastwide
assessment of rebuilding should address the questions of relative stock size as
~~J {2 J. 1 as t ~'I e p r G P Dr'· t i n J~i l1 'f ~:. t [i C k f:5 t~4 hie h h d. V f~ a chi f? V f~ fl t'" 8 b u i 1. d i. n Ij ~
I n add i 't i 0 It ~
specific reports should be prepared in all regions fer stocks which are failing to
meet rebuilding criteria.
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The preferred methoD of presenting evaluation results should be determined
thrDugh an iterative process, with feedback between the policy and technical
groups as necessary to find a reporting process that fits technical COllstraints
while satisfying policy requirements.
It is not essential that decisions
regarding the method be made prior to the 1987 season.
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Tabla 1.

Southilit Alaaka Natural ChinDok S.lmon Indicator Steck.
Southeast Alaska
HUN TYPE: i:iprlnl.=]

ESCAPEMENT INDICATORS

HARVEST RATE INDICATORS

STOCK (INDEX TRIBUTARY)

13DlJHCEB OF

PHDDUCTION

---- -----------------1---------------------------------------

VARIOUS HATCHERY STOCKS
Tn BE SELECTED

{KSEK

SYSTEMS INCLUDING
TRANSBOUNDARY RIVERS)
134

(KLUKEHU)
EITUK

E.S. NEElS BAY/WHITMAN

CHILl<{\T

(BIG BDULDEH)

CFlYl:!TI1L L(~f:::E
LITTLE P[]I~T

TM:lJ

(NfiKINA , NAHL:!N)
!< I NG f3AU'lON
I~NDHEvH;

CHEEK

STIKII\IE
(LITTLE
UNUf::

T(iHLTf~N)

!<ET('\

PERCENT OF PRODUCTION
REPHESENTED

80--901:

tlj l\

.... n

Tabla 2.

Southilit Al.aka and Narthlrn Britilh Columbia Trln.boundAry
Chinook Salmon Indicator Steck.
REGION:

Transboundary Southeast Alaska/Nerthern

RUN TYPE:

Spring

SOURCES OF PRODUCTION

:ESCAPEMENT INDICATORS
:STOCKS (INDEX TRIBUTARV)

HARVEST RATE INDICATOR

i.·------------------------:-------------------------:-------------------------:

TRANSBOUNDARY RIVERS OF
:ALSEK
{i L 14 ti I::: (~ Ii ND
: ( to: LUI::: !J HU)
NORTHERN BRITISH COLUMBIA :CHILKAT
: (BIG BDULDEtl)

VARIOUS HATCHERY STOCKS
TO BE SELECTED E.8.

S(J UTHE 1-'1 ~~ T

NEETS!(!JHIT~lriN

: (NAKINA, NAHLINI
iSTIKINE

: (LITTLE TAHLTANI
: Ui'"iUi<

PERCENT OF PRODUCTIDN
flEPHEf:,ENTED

i

oo~,~

Tabla 3.

Canadiln ChinoDk Indicator Stock.
E!5t::apt~ment
Typt~

Ptcdu.ct:iGI1 Unit

Goal

E5Cap{~ment

Ind:i.cr~,tor

Indi.c,,~tor

30~400

Su.mmf:?t

NC)?'1E?

cu,rrElf'itly
bJ

aVt:~il.ablE~

Su.mmer
i7;j,OOO

GCJDt"'qia Stl'-ai t
VanC:DUVt~r

Is~

";:' ".~

'.1

...1 ... l

NDnf:~

.....1

\~t

f;~nt

1 \;'

Qualicum

'':; rll'~\
,

cur

~~t

!~at

Summt?t

NonE'

Ni'iinland Ni':\t

Non!?

John!fitnne !:it,

70'1. Fall

:n

j

:300

Upper GeD(~}ia St

Ca.mpb (;:: 1 1

fJalmnn

Nat
rr" a 1".\

Kf.~nnE!dy

Burman

SpriSuf({

72,

~::OO

~i I
~ll

Central Coast Nat

Summer

4!5~200

:3
1 /.\r Ea "1
1

J~

j>''''

111

I::! OJ
..."

c,

Ml ~lreas
9! 1. 0

al Test fishery is primary escapement indicator.
will be by aggregate escapement estimate.
h/

Develt'JPHH-:~nt

In~ian

oi~

6~'H!

Trends in each production unit

ha;t"'V8!:it rate :indica1:DrS cDntinl~lt~nt upt:ln imprDved a~;:;E!£!.~iment Df

food fishery.

cl Contingent upon development of G5[ techniques.
dl Escapement goal is under review.

Tabla 4.

COLUMBIA RIVER SPRING CHINOOK INDICATOR BTOCKS

PHDDUCTION UNIT
t,~i

11 amettf?

F~j,

INDICIHDR

XNDICAfCF(

ver

Willamette Hatchery
North Santiam Hatchery
South Santiam Hatchery
McKenzie Hatchery

Natural and Hatchery
Count.inq

~3tatiQn

De!·~tE.':r

PDnd

Marion Forks Hatchery
C1 a r.: k(1 mt~i ~~. }1 a t t:: h £2 r y
CCH;;llitz

ting

Hatt::hf;;ry

Adult Count!;

Leavenworth Hatchery
f;nakr~;

Rapid River Hatchery
Sawtooth Hatchery
1/

Indicate5

Tiilble 5,

tnJ5

COLLI~lBl:A

stock is managed for hatchery

RIVER

StJI1MEF~

C:HINOOK INDICATOR

brood

stock

STIJCf~8

HAHVEST

PHODUCTIDN

INDICATOH

i:~{~TE

INDIC(:)TOH

Upriver Summer Chinook
Nat.ural
P E~t' Co 1. UHlb i i:i. ~
s Hatc:h[~ry

l!jE~11

rabla 6.

COLUMBIA RIVER FALL CHINOOK INDICATOR STOCKS
ESCAPEMENT

UNIT

INDICATOR

HARVEST RATEPRDDUCTION
INDICATOR

Lower Columbia Fall

~~ D t~ f:? r

CrJ 1 0. HI b :i. a Hj,

\{ t,~ [I'-

Fall Hatchery Chinook
NONE :l

i\l,3.i:U.fi:;]

j

Hatchery

Bonnevill
Natural

Cowlitz Hatchery
Bonneville Hatchery
:3taytGn Pond
Pool Hatchery

NDNE 1./
Bpr:i.nq Creek
Hatcher

t
/

Upriver Bright Fall Chinook
McNary Dam Counts

N~ttural

Pr i r=:st

1/

Indicates

r"equ:i

rf?m£~nt~i;

this

stock is managed for

hatchery

brood

stock

ids

Hdtch~?ry

TABLE 7, PUGET SOUNO AND WASHINGTON COASTAL SPRING CHINOOK INDICATOR

STOC~:S

i !·fAfeIJEST F:PI'fE

1INDICATOR

: INDIU:TOR

iGOAL

-----------,--------·-----------l-----···--··--t------~-------- .. -----~--------------------.-----:

MOOKSAC:<lSAr1 I 5H
NOOtCR~ NATUR{~Ll.Y

4~O()O

SPANNING

HATCHERY

iNOOKSACK RrVEH

1/

:NDOKSACK HATCHERY &

~ALL

:SKOOKUt1

NATURALLY SPANNING

cr~~

HATCHEHY

..'

3,000 :SKASIT RIVER

'.I rl ~l' ("UC PV

j I

:MARBLEMOUNT HATCHERY

IALL

11ft i ;'~Ii1_i\!

SOUTH PUG£T SOUND
wlHlTE R. NATUHALLY
HATCHEft:V

HOOD

SPA~!tmlG

lNH!TE RIVER

iN/A

iNONE

:MINTER

:,"11

.H ..,\...

CR~

HATCHERY

C(~NAL

:SKIJKOrlISH RIVER

NATURALLY SPANNING iNfA

HATCHERY
STRAIT OF JUAN DE FUCA
DUN~L Rt NIHUH[;U. Y SPAWNING lNlA
ELt-fHA

"
1\,

WmlFiAlLY SPilWnNG IN/A

iNONE

iQUILCENE NFH

500

RIVER
:nUNGENESS RIVER

inlJPIGENESS

mmLAYUTE HIVEH
r,il~TUR{lLLY SPAvlNHlE mITRO,)
H1HCHERV (SOLEDUCK)

iNI1NE
iNDNE

!NONE

'1 '

1.:/

900 :HDH RIVER

~HnURALLY SPAl~NINEi

QUEETS RIVER
NATUHALLY

SP~INNING

: ~lUEETS RIVER

NATURALLV

SPA~JNlrJ.i3

iNONE

!NONE

GHfWS HARBOF{
CHEH~ R~

NATURAL,LV SPAWNING

1,400 :CHEHAlIS RlVER

iNONE

1./ APPROPRIA1E FINGERLING RELE'~SES FRfJt1 HATCHERiES WITHIN THE
_2l INDICATES THfff THIS STOCi<lRIVER COt1BINATIDN IS N??NAGED FflR
ESCAPEf"1Etfr OR THAI

SPI~t~NING ESCf~PEi1ENT

]5 NDT

l]UANllFIEn~

REGIGN~
H(~TCHERY

TABLE B. PUBET SOUND AND WASHINGTON COASTAL SUMMER CHINDOK INDICATDR BTOCKS

PHDDUCTION I1M!T

~ ESCAPEMENT

!ESCAPEt1ENT

:GOAL

: IND!UlTOR

1Hf~RVEST RATE
i INDICATOR

~---- .. ----~----,~--------------:-----------~-----~--- ----·-------1--------------·----------·.:

HIVEH
NATURALLY SPAt~NING

S~~AGIT

14,900 lSKAGtT RIVER

HATCHERY

if
u

:NARHlEMiJUNT Wi TCIiERY 1j

:\1 000

STILLAGUAMISH!SNO~IOMI8H

SNDH.

R. NATURALLY 3P{lVlNlNG

21 000 tSTILLAGUfH1ISH RIVEH

1/

5,250 :SNDHDMISH RIVER

II

"

HA1'CHERY

QUILlAYUTE RIVER
1,500 iQUILlAYUTE RIVER

HA TlJRALLY SH\¥lNl N8

;PDSHIBLE FUTUHE
:NILD STOCK PROGRAM 21

H?rfCHE}~Y

AND FUTURE STIlLAGUAMISH WILD WILL BE USED TO MONITOR THE
21

{:iPPROPRIATE FINGEHLIMG HELE(iSEH FHm1 HATCHERIES

2

~HTHIN

THE

HEGION~

TABLE

PUeET SOUND AND WASHINGTON CDASTAL FALL CHINOOK INDICATOR STOCKS

~.

: ESej~P£MENT ; ESCi~PEMEN'f
iHARVEHT HATE
:8DAL
:INfnCATOR
: iNDICATOR
--------------- .. --------.------~-----------:-- .. -----------------:------------~~----." .. ----~:
NOOKSACK/BAt1I SH
I.)
I) f
:,$,H)o ! fll t-lIl 1..
NOOK. 1\.
NATUHALLV gpAt1mING ,,
!l
,
SARISH R~ MATURALLY SPA¥JNING:
(NONE
d
1J
*"
I-lfHCHERY
14 l 80(i
i NOOKSACK l Sj!Ii~11 SH ~UJD

PHODUCTION UNIT

~F~iMC'

I

,i,l
~

:LUi'1NI
SKi~Gn
t:Yll'~
t..J~"1 dJ 'I

RIVER
r·t f~ATUR'~LLY

SPA~JN:{NG

lNDNE

*

HA'!UlEt~Y

:,;.

'1/

-

.!~

1

H~\TCHE!?IES

:NU1JE
INONE

Sl ILLA6UM,I SH/SNOHGMI SH
K{iTCHERY

SOUTH

,t)tV;;t'T
Ub,_.

SOUND

Li~KE i~/t

NATUHiHY SPMlNING

BREEN

NATUHALLY SPM>!NING

D

II.

5,2(}O
5!800
1,5(}O
i ,50n
21,050

PUY D NATUH?\U,Y SPA~fNrN6
[USO, "fl, pHHURALLY SP{H'iNHlG
t

:HILALI P HATCHERY

:1\100

H~

HilTCHERY

:Nfmr:: 21
:GREEN RllJER
iNONE

IJ!

:NDNE

")1

:li
II

'"i I
"

~,

/,,/

11
: 1SSIHlUiHl ~ stHJ.llAM ISH l
iGfiEEN\ N1SQUALLY I

:DESCHU rES
S!<QK~

Us NATURALLY

SP~U~NJNG

N/~TURALLY

SPANNING

t1ISCH R.

1~650 :NONE
2,800 iNDNE

HATCHERY

",2l
r;f

,L,'

1/

,r I.

iHEDRGE ADAMS HATCHERY

4,050

STRAIT OF JUAN DE FUCA
Ni~ TUf.:ALl if SPAt~NI NG ~

C1LL

85-0 l HtlKO RIVER

TRIBUTARIES EXCEPT ELWHA
ELNHA RJ NATU~ALlY SPANNING

1\300 :OUNGENESS RIVER
2,700 tNONE

HATCHERY

3

M~D

H~!TCHErm:s

2J

IHOKO RIVER WILD

TABLE 9. CDNTINUED
i ESCAPEMENT ; ESl:I~PENENT

:HARVEST RATE

PRonUCTION UNIT

; INOiCATOF:
It:SOAL
: INOICATOR
------------------------------:-----------t--------------------:-------------------------l

(~AATc:H

ArID SOOfH RIVERS

HATCHEI?Y

lNDNE

QUIllAVUTE RIVER
NATURALl. Y SPAl~fH NG
HATCHERY

'1'
d

3 OOO :OUILLAYUTE RIVER

:QUEETS RIVER im!)
i 50LEDUCK HATCt·iERV

SPAt~N INt1

1,200

IQUEETS RIVER WILD
:[lU INAULT HATCHERY

SPAWNING

2,500 iQUEETS RIVER

j

HOH RIVER
Nfl Tur{t~LL y
H(.iTGHERY

IHOH

RIVER

tlUEETS ij! VER

NIlTURALLY
HATCHERY

lQUEETS RIVER WILD
:DUINAUlT HATCHERY

QU1NAULT RI VER
Ni~TURALLY

SPAtilNING

iNflNE

2/

IQUINAULT HATCHERY

HATCHERY

bRAYS HARHOF:
HUMP. R. NATURALLY SPANNING

lNDNE

2l

CHEH. R. NATURALLY SPAi'HW1G
HATCHERY

II
if

:HUHPTULIPS &SATSOP
1HP.TCHERIEH

~JILLAPA

BAY
NATURALLV

SP~H~NING

iJ,I

'"if

.. .r~ }

: IHLLAPA BM HATCHERY

MrlTCHERY

if {WPfWPW\TE FINGERLING RELEf'lSES FRON HATCHERIES ~!ITHIN THE REGlllN.
)1 ENDjCATES THAT
STOCK/ElVER COMBINATION IS rlANAGED FOR HATCHERY
ESCAPENENT OR TH,~T SPf~t'lNrNG ESCAPENENT IS NOT QUHNTIFrED~

nns

*

INUICATES THAT THE PRODUCTION UN[T IS COt1BINED WITH

ANOTHER PRDDUCTION UNIT, I.E. HATCHERY AND WILD COMBINED.
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Regional Summary for Columbia River Chinook Indicator Stocks

(

General Description
Chinook entering the Columbia River are divided by return
timing into spring,
summer,
and fall segments.
The spring and
fall returns are divided into management units on the basis _of
ocean distribution as well as spawning time and age at maturity.
Presently, no distinct management units are recognized within the
summer chinook returning segment.
Spring Chinook
1) Willamette River Spring Chinook (natural and hatchery)

(

From 1970 to 1979, Willamette stocks averaged about 24
percent of the spring chinook entering the Columbia River.
In recent years (1980 - 1985),
the Willamette run averaged
about 35 percent of the spring chinook entering the Columbia
River.
The Willamette spring stocks are managed for a
minimum escapement goal of 30,000 at the Willamette Falls
counting station. Based on the release of oxytetracycline marked fish from the 1970 brood,
it was estimated that 65'
percent of the returning adults were from hatchery releases
of
smolts,
10 percent from fingerling
releases
in
reservoirs, and 25 percent from natural spawning (Bennett,
1983).
It appears recent years returns are composed of
about 25 percent natural spawning chinook (B. Bohn, personal
communication).
The escapement goal at Willamette Falls is composed of brood
stock requirements,
a recreational fishery above the falls
and a natural spawning component which was estimated using a
spawner/recruit based methodology.
The present escapement
goal miniumum has been met in most years,
and the run is
generally in healthy condition.
The Willamette spring
chinook appear to have a far northerly distribution pattern
as demonstrated by coded wire tag (CWT)
recoveries.
This
stock was chosen as a harvest rate indicator stock based on
its
significant contribution to Canadian and
Alaskan
fisheries.
In addition,
this stock was chosen to supply
harvest rates to'determine if differential ocean harvest
rates are emerging for spring versus fall stocks as a result
of Pacific Salmon Commission (PSC) management action.
2) Cowlitz Type Spring Chinook
The spring chinook that return to the Cowlitz and nearby
Washington tributaries are dominated by hatchery production,
although about 5 percent of the production spawns naturally.
The Cowlitz spring stocks have averaged 10.5 percent of the
spring chinook returning to the Columbia for the years 1970
to 1979.
In recent years (1980 - 1985), the Cowlitz spring
stocks have averaged 20.5 percent of the spring chinook

2
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returning to the Columbia.
The egg take needs for the
Cowlitz spring chinook program is about 5.9 million eggs.
The adult escapement goal is about 2500,
which is based on
brood stock requirements.
Cowlitz spring stocks appear to contribute signific~ntly to
British Columbia, and Washington troll fisheries as shown by
CWT recoveries.
This stock was chosen as a harvest rate
indicator stock based on its significant contribution to
Canadian fisheries.
Using CWT recoveries,
the Cowlitz
spring stocks appear to have similar distribution patterns
to Spring Creek Hatchery type fall chinook.
Therefore, the
harvest rates calculated for this stock may be used to
determine if differential ocean harvest rates are occurring
for spring versus fall stocks due to PSC harvest management
action.
3) Upriver Spring Chinook

(

The 1982 - 1985 spring chinook return above Bonneville Dam
has been estimated to be about 34 - 49 percent natural. The
1982 - 1985 average return to Bonneville is about 65,000.
The escapement goal at Bonneville Dam is 120,000.
However,
this goal was set when the composition of returning upriver
spring chinook was approximately 70 percent natural.
The
escapement goal was estimated by two methods with similar
results,
a)
spawner/recruit methodology plus brood stock
requirements and b) the number of fish needed to seed each
natural production areas ~t 50 percent and attain full
hatchery production.
While some segments of the upriver run have shown increases
as a result of hatchery programs (Wenatchee and Rapid River)
and protection of spawning habitat
(Yakima River),
many
components remain depressed.
At present,
information is
inadequate to assess ocean harvest rates for upriver spring
chinook stocks.
Salmon River and Upper Columbia River
stocks are being tagged as harvest rate indicators.
The
composite upriver spring chinook component is designated as
a spawning escapement indicator stock.
However,
as
information becomes available this escapement goal may be
disaggregated into smaller uni-ts.
Summer Chinook

(

At present no distinct management units are recognized
within the summer chinook returning segment.
The lack of
information necessary to distinguish summer population units
may be attributed to the severely depressed state of the
population and the relative lack of hatchery production
needed to provide tagging information.
However, differences
do exist between age of summer chinook juvenile outmigrants
from the Upper Columbia and Snake Rivers, which may be an
indication of distinct units.
Currently most production
occurs between Priest Rapids and Chief Joseph dams, with
3
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small
numbers originating in the Snake
River.
The
escapement goal of 85,000 spawners over Bonneville Dam has
not been reached since 1969.
Since that time counts have
declined steadily,
and recent counts have been less than
one-third the desired escapement goal.
The escapement goal
was determined using a spawner/recruit method.
A harvest profile estimated from CWT fingerling releases
from Wells Dam Hatchery for the 1974 and lS76 broods~.
revealed that 78 percent of the overall catch occurred in
Alaska and British Columbia.
A comparison of the number ~f
recoveries in the ocean fisheries to those in the Columbia
reveals a relatively high ocean harvest rate.
An Upp~r
Columbia and Snake River component of this stock were chosen
as harvest rate indicators.
Due to the depressed nature of
this segment of the chinook population, the composite summer
chinook population
(as measured at Bonneville Dam) was
designated as a spawning escapement indicator stock.
Fall Chinook

!

~

,

I} Lower Columbia River Fall wild Chinook (LRW)
.-

(

Within the LRW group,
there is a primary wild stock iO the
North Fork Lewis River, and wild population substocks in the
East Fork Lewis,
Cowlitz,
and Sandy Rivers.
Between 1970
and 1984,
the adult return has averaged 36,000 with about
17,000 harvested in the fisheries.
Natural escapement to
the North Lewis River is about 85 percent of the total .L~W
escapement, including the Sandy River.
The spawning escapement is enumerated using peak fish
counts.
At present there is no calculated escapement goal
for Lewis River wild fall chinook.
However,
the 1970-lg80
average is ~0,000, which is an approximate escapement
target.
CWT recoveries of the 1977 brood release of the
North Lewis River wild stock indicates that the majority of
the harvest takes place in Alaska and British Columbia. LRW
chinook has been chosen as a harvest rate indicator stock.
2) Lower Columbia River Hatchery Fall Chinook (LRH)
Within the broad group of LRH,
there are also three
different subunits identified as Willamette River,
Cowlitz
Hatchery,
and all other LRH facilities.
The LRH return has
averaged about 150,000 fish between 1970 and 1984.
There is
a
portion of naturally spawning hatchery origin fish which
contribute to the overall LRH production'. About 37 percent
of the Willamette fall chinook population is produced by
naturally spawning hatchery fish.
The spawning escapement is enumerated using weir counts,
peak fish counts and the Willamette Falls counting station.
The LRH spawning escapment goal is 35,000 adults.
The goal
is derived from hatchery brood stock requirements.
Based

4
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on CWT recoveries of the 1976 brood,
LRH fall chinook
significantly contribute to British Columbian fisheries.
However, Cowlitz fall chinook maintain a more northerly
catch distribution than other LRH stocks.
This stock was
selected
as
a
harvest rate indicator based on
its
significant contribution to Canadian fisheries and the fact
that it represents a major production unit of the Columbia
River.
3) Bonneville Pool Hatchery Fall Chinook (BPH)
BPH fall chinook are produced at Klickitat,
Little White
Salmon and Spring Creek Hatcheries.
Some natural producti6ri
takes place in the Wind,
Big White Salmon,
Klickitat( and
Hood Rivers.
Historically,
based on the success of Spring
~reek
Hatchery releases,
BPH fall chinook have been one 'of
.the
major . contributors to chinook fisheries
on
the
Washington coast and in the Columbia River.

(

The spawning escapement is enumerated using hatchery returns
and peak fish counts. The escapement goal is 8200 adults to
Spring Creek Hatchery.
The escapement goal is derived from
brood stock requirements. BPH was selected as a harvest rate
indicator stock based on significant contributions to all
west coast troll fisheries from Cape Falcon,
Oregon up to
the north end of Vancouver Island.
In addition,
it
represents a major production group from the Columbia River.
This stock is one of the four original harvest rate
indicator stocks used in the multi-stock model for the U.~.
Canada negotiations.
4) Upriver Bright Fall Chinook (URB)
The majority of the URB production originates from the
natural and hatchery production areas in the main stem of
the Columbia between McNary and Priest Rapids Dams.
In
addition,
there
are a number of
smaller
substocks
contributing to URB production from Bonneville Hatchery, the
Deschutes, Snake, and Yakima Rivers.
In recent years it has
been determined that 80 percent of URB production is from
naturally
spawning
chinook
(Norman
WDF,
personal
communication).
The URB adult return has averaged
about
117,000 since 1970.

(

The spawning escapement goal of 40,000 is measured at
McNary Dam adult counting facility.
The escapement goal is
based on evaluation of limited spawner/recruit information,
and upon observed stable production over a ten year base
period (1964-1973),
subsequently adjusted for lost Snake
River habitat. This ten year period was selected because it
represented a fairly recent period of relatively strong
escapements and resultant strong returns to the Columbia
River.
Historically, most of the ocean harvest of URB fall
chinook occurred in British Columbia and Alaska.
URB
5
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chinook was selected as a harvest indicator based on its
significant contribution to Canadian and Alaskan fisheries.
This stock also represents a major production unit for
Columbia River chinook.
In addition, URB chinook was one
of the four original indicator stocks used in the multistock model for the U.S.- Canada negotiations.
URB.chinook
is
also designated as a spawning escapement indicator
stock.
In addition,
it has been determined that it -~s
feasible
to collect sufficient numbers of juveniles to tag
for
a natural stock harvest rate
indicator study.
At
present plans are being developed to begin a program to tag
Upriver Bright fall natural chinook in 1987 at a level of at
least 200,000 coded wire tagged fish.

(

(
6
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IDENTIFICATION OF INDICATOR STOCKS
COLUMBIA RIVER SPRING CHINOOK

(
HARVEST RATE
INDICATOR

ESCAPEMENT
INDICATOR

PRODUCTION UNIT

.:

Willamette River
Natural and Hatchery

Cowlitz Spring
Hatchery

1/

Willamette Hatchery
North Santiam Hatchery
South Santiam Hatchery
McKenzie Hatchery
Dexter Pond
Marion Forks Hatchery
Clackamas Hatchery

NONE 1/

Cowlitz Hatchery

Bonneville Darn
Adult Counts

Upriver Spring
Natural
Hatchery

(

Willamette Falls
Counting Station

Upper Columbia:
Leavenworth Hatchery
Snake:
Rapid River Hatchery
Sawtooth Hatchery

Indicates this stock is managed for hatchery brood
stock requirements.

IDENTIFICATION OF INDICATOR STOCKS
COLUMBIA RIVER SUMMER CHINOOK

PRODUCTION
Upriver Summer Chinook
Natural
Hatchery

ESCAPEMENT
INDICATOR

HARVEST RATE
INDICATOR

Bonnev ille Dam
Upper Columbia:
Well s Hatchery
Snake:
Mccall Hatchery

7
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IDENTIFICATION OF INDICATOR STOCKS
COLUMBIA RIVER FALL CHINOOK

(
PRODUCTION UNIT
Lower Col wnbia Fall
Wild Chinook

Lower Columbia River
Fall Hatchery Chinook
Natural
Hatchery

Bonneville pool Hatchery
Natural
Hatchery

Upriver Bright Fall Chinook
Natural .

(.

ESCAPEMENT
INDICATOR
Lewis River Wild

Lewis River Wild

NONE 1/
Cowlitz Hatchery
Bonneville Hatchery
Stayton Pond
NONE 1/
Spring Creek
Hatchery

McNary Dam Counts

Hatchery

1/

HARVEST RATE
INDICATOR

Hanford Reach
Natural Spawning
Priest Rapids
Hatchery

Indicates this stock is managed for hatchery brood stock
requirements.

(
8
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ESCAPEMENT INDICATOR STOCK HISTORY

(

Indicator Stock:
Willamette Spring Chinook
Production Units Represented:
-

~

-,

.

Willamette naturally spawning and hatchery spring chinook
Why Selected:
The
Willamette spring stock
Canadian and Alaskan fisheries~

appears

to

contribute

to

Date Established:
1985
Current Escapement Goal:
30,000 at Willamette Falls
Basis of Goal:

(

The goal is composed of brood stock requirements,
a recreational fishery above the falls, and a natural spawning component
which was estimated using a spawner/recruit based method.
Escapement Estimation Methodology:
Adult
window.
YEAR
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986

fish

are

counted at the Willamette

SPAWNING ESCAPEMENT
40,000
47,500
30,500
27,000
30,100
46,200
30,600
43,500
34,500
39,200

Falls

TERMINAL RUN SIZE
64,400
83,300
49,200
43,400
56,300
78,000
63,200
84,200
68,100
72,800

9
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ESCAPEMENT INDICATOR STOCK HISTORY

(

Indicator Stock:
Upriver Spring Chinook
Production Units:

.:

Upper Columbia natural and hatchery;
Salmon and Imnaha Rivers natural and hatchery:
Clearwater and Grande Ronde natural and hatchery;
Yakima River natural: and
Tributaries
between
Bonneville and McNary
dams
natural and hatchery.

~

for

Why Selected:
While some segments of the upriver run have shown increases
as a result of hatchery programs (Wenatchee and Rapid River) and
protection of spawning habitat (Yakima River), many components
remain depressed.
Current Escapement Goal:
120,000 (70% natural component).

(,

Basis of Goal:
a)
b)

The goal_was. estimated by two methods with similar results;
spawner/recruit methodology plus brood stock requirements and
the number of fish needed to seed each natural production
area at 50 percent and attain full hatchery production.

Escapement Estimation Methodology:
Adult
windows.
YEAR
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1/

fish

are

counted at

Bonneville

% NATURAL SPAWNING
ESCAPEMENT

SPAWNING ESCAPEMENT
98,600
124,400
48,100
53,100
61,200
66,700
54,900
46,800
83,100
118,100

the

67
75
48
52
53
49
45
43
34
33

1/

Preliminary.

10

Dam

counting
TERMINAL
RUN SIZE
138,400
127,000
48,600
53,100
63,600
71,100
55,900
47,500
84,700
120,600

U
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ESCAPEMENT INDICATOR STOCK HISTORY

('

Indicator Stock:
Upriver Summer Chinook
Production Units Represented:
Upper Colu~bia natural and hatchery;
Snake River natural and hatchery
Why Selected:
The . summer chinook population .is extremely depressed.
majority of the harvest appears to take place in Alaska
British Columbia.
Date

~he

and

E~tablished:

1985
Current Escapement Goal:
85,000 at Bonneville Dam
Basis of Goal:
The

(

me thod.-

escapement goal was determined using a

spawner/recruit

Escapement Estimation Methodology:
Adult
windows.

fish

are

counted at

the

YEAR

SPAWNING ESCAPEMENT

1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986

34,100
38,400
27,700
26,900
22,400
20,100
18,000
22,300
23,400
25,900

Bonneville

Dam

TERMINAL RUN SIZE
34,300
38,700
27,800
27,000
22,400
20,100
18,000
22,300
24,300
26,200

(
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ESCAPEMENT INDICATOR STOCK HISTORY

(

Indicator Stock:
Lewis River Wild Fall Chinook
Production Units Represented:
Lewis, Cowlitz, and Sandy Rivers natural production
Why Selected:
A major portion
Columbia and Alaska.

of

the harvest takes

place

in

British

Date Established:
1986
Current Escapement Goal:
Approximate target of 10,000.
Basis of Goal:
The goal is based on the 1970 to 1984 average escapement.
Escapement Estimation Methodology:

(

Peak fish counts.
YEAR

NORTH LEWIS ~IVER ADULT
SPAWNING ESCAPEMENT

1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986

6,930
5,363
8,023
13,882
17,946
7,353
11,756
6,847
7,500
14,500

1:/

~/

TOTAL LOWER RIVER WILD
TERMINAL RUN SIZE 2/
29,800
18,500
32,800
38,800
25,000
13,000
16,800
13,300
13,300
21,900

3./

1/

Preliminary count includes jacks.

l/

Terminal run size is composed of the entire Lower River wild
production, which includes North Lewis, East Lewis, Cowlitz,
and Sandy rivers production.

l/

Preliminary.

(.
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ESCAPEMENT INDICATOR STOCK HISTORY

(

Indicator Stock:
Upriver Bright Fall Chinook (URB)
Production Units Represented:
Hanford Reach natural and hatchery production:
Yakima and Deschutes rivers natural production: and
Snake River natural and hatchery production.
Why Selected:
URB was one of the four original
indicator stocks.
contribute significantly to Canadian and Alaskan fisheries.

They

Date Established:
1985
Current Escapement Goal:
40,000 at McNary Dam.
Basis of Goal:

(

The current escapement goal is based upon evaluation of
and upon observed stable
limited spawner/recruit information,
production over a ten year base period (1964-1973),
subsequently
adjusted for lost Snake River habitat.
Escapement Estimation Methodology:
Adult fish are counted at McNary Dam counting windows.
YEAR

SPAWNING ESCAPEMENT

1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986

2:./

37,600
27,300
31,200
29,900
21,100
31,100
48,700
60,800
93,300
113,200

TERMINAL RUN SIZE
95,100
85,300
89,200
76,800
66,600
79,000
86,100
129,300
195,600
316,200

2:./

Preliminary.

(
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Harvest Rate Indicator Stock Histories

(

Indicator Stock:

Willamette Type Hatchery Spring Chinook

Production units Represented:
Willamette naturally spawning and hatchery spring
Date Established:

chinook~

1985 Brood

Prior Tagging History:
brood.

Started tagging this stock with the 1974

Why Selected:
This stock was chosen as a harvest rate indicator
stock based on its significant contribution to Canadian and
Alaskan fisheries.
Indicator Stock:

Cowlitz Type Hatchery Spring Chinook

Production- urifts Represented:
Cowlitz,
Kalama,
and Lewis
spring chinook.
Date Established:

hatcheries and naturally

spawning

1985 Brood

Prior Tagging History:
The 1977 Brood has been tagged with a gap
in the 1978 and 1979 Broods.
This stock has been tagged since
1980 Brood.

(

Why Selected:
This stock was chosen as a harvest rate indicato~
stock
based on its significant contribution
to
Canadian
fisheries.
Using CWT recoveries,
the Cowlitz spring chinook
appear to have similar distribution patterns to Spring Creek
hatchery type
fall chinook.
Therefore,
the harvest rates
calculated
for
this stock may be used to
determine
if
differential ocean harvest rates are occurring for spring versus
fall stocks due to PSC harvest management action.
Indicator Stock:

Leavenworth Hatchery Spring Chinook

Production Units Represented:
Upper Columbia natural and hatchery spring chinook;
tributaries
between Bonneville and McNary Dam for natural and hatchery spring
chinook.
Date
Established:
1985
Brood,
complete
information will be available in 1990.
Prior Tagging
tagging.

History:

Low

level

and

brood

sporadic

recovery
historical

Why Selected:
Many components of Upper Columbia spring chinook
remain depressed.

(
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Rapid River Hatchery Spring Chinook

Production Units Represented: Snake River and lower Salmon River
hatchery and natural spawning spring chinook.
Date
Established:
1985 Brood,
complete
information will be available in 1990.
Prior Tagging History:

brood

~ecovery

Low level and sporadic historical tagging.

Why Selected:
Many components of Snake and lower Salmon spring
chinook are depressed. Also, to represent the production of this
stock in modeling efforts.
Indicator Stock:

Sawtooth Hatchery Spring Chinook

Production units Represented:
Middle and upper salmon
spawning and hatchery spring chinook.
Date
Established:
1985
Brood,
complete
information will be available in 1990.
Prior Tagging History:
Why Selected:

recovery

?

This spring chinook production remains depressed.

Indicator Stock:

(

brood

natural

Wells Hatchery Summer Chinook
Upper

Production Units Represented:
hatchery summer chinook.

Columbia

Date
Established:
1985 Brood,
complete
information will become available in 1989.
Prior Tagging History:

natural

brood

:and

recovery

Sporadic tagging history.

Why Selected:
The summer chinook population is extremely
depressed.
The majority of the harvest appears to take place in
Alaska and British Columbia.
Indicator Stock:_ McCall Hatchery Summer Chinook
Snake River natural and hatchery

Production Units Represented:
summer chinook.

Date
Established:
1985
Brood,
complete
information will become available in 1990.
Prior Tagging History:
Why Selected:
The
extremely depressed.

brood

recovery

?

Snake River summer

15
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Lewis River Wild Fall Chinook

Production Units Represented:
Lewis,
Cowlitz, and Sandy Rivers
naturally spawning lower river fall chinook.
Date Established:

1985 Brood

Prior Tagging History:
The 1977 and 1978 Broods were tagged and
again from 1982 Brood to the present.
Why Selected:
CWT recoveries of the 1977 brood release of the
North Lewis River wild stock indicates that the majority of the
harvest takes place in Alaska and British Columbia.
Also,
to
represent the production of this stock in modeling efforts.
Indicator Stock:
Production
Chinook.

Cowlitz Hatchery Fall Chinook
.-

Represented:

Date Established:

Cowlitz

and

Kalama

Hatcheries

Fall

1985 Brood

Prior Tagging History:
Brood.

This stock has been tagged since the 1977

Why Selected:
This stock appears to contribute significantly to
the West Coast Vancouver Island fisheries.
In addition,
it
represents a major production unit of the Columiba River.
Indicator Stock:

Spring Creek Hatchery Fall Chinook

Production Represented:
Klickitat,
Little White Salmon,
and
Spring Creek Hatcheries Fall Chinook.
Natural fall chinook
production of Wind,
Big White Salmon,
Klickitat,
and Hood
Rivers.
Date Established:

1984 Brood

Prior Tagging History:
Brood.

This stock has been tagged since the 1972

Why Selected:
Significant contributions to all west coast troll
fisheries
from Cape Falcon,
Oregon up to the north end of
Vancouver Island. This stock is one of the four original harvest
rate indicator stocks used in the multi-stock model for the U.S.Canada negotiations.

(
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Priest Rapids Hatchery Fall Chinook

Production Represented:
Hanford Reach natural and hatchery;
Yakima and Deschutes Rivers natural;
Snake River natural and
hatchery.
Date Established:

1984 Brood

Prior Tagging History:
This stock has been tagged since the 1975
Brood.
Natural stock tagging will be conducted starting with the
1986 brood.
Why Selected:
Significant contributions to Canadian and Alaskan
fisheries.
This stock is one of the four original harvest rate
indicator stocks used in the multi-stock model for
the U.S.Canada negotiations.

(
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MEMORA

INTRA-DEPARTMENT
DATE:

JAN 151981
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January 13, 19a6

Mt;;lA HlVI;;.K U'IlTfiJ'(.o

~l.Uti ASH COMM\SSlON

To:

Howard Schaller, Columbia River Inter-Tribal Fish Corrrnission ~J,;It.N~ ~ON

FROM:

Rod Kai ser, Oregon Department of Fi sh and Wi 1dl i fe

SUBJECT:

Oregon Coast Chi nook I ndi cator Stock ~eport
Attached is a draft report for Oregon coastal indicator stocks being
developed for inclusion in the CTC Chinook Rebuilding Report. Howard,
since I missed the last CTC meeting, I have formatted the reported based
on material mailed to me and discussions with you and Mike Fraidenburg.
As you will note, we have not yet established an "escapement" indicator
stock for the coast. Further agency review will be needed as to whether
we have a suitable river system in which we can develop such an
assessment.
This report was prepared by Steve Jacobs and myself in the ODFW Ocean
Salmon Program.

(

cc:

M.
J.
B.
K.
S.
J.

Zirges
Martin
Bohn
Beiningen
Jacobs
Nicholas
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SUMMARY OF CHINOOK ESCAPEMENT AND HARVEST RATE INDICATOR STOCKS
FOR THE OREGON COAST (EXCLUDING COLUMBIA RIVER)
General Description of Stocks
Oregon coastal chinook stocks (south of the Columbia River) contribute to
ocean fisheries from southeastern Alaska south through California. Analysis
of coded-wire tag (CWT) recoveries from Wltt Coast, British Columbia, and
southeast Alaska ocean fisheries indicate two major Oregon coastal production
units that contribute chinook to distinct geographic regions. Chinook stocks
originating south of the Elk River (near Port Orford), and Umpqua River spring
chinook, contribute to ocean fisheries off Oregon and California. Stocks
origlnating from the Elk River north to the Nehalem River exhibit northerly
migration patterns contributing mostly to SE Alaska and British Columbia ocean
fisheries, with lesser amounts harvested off Washington and Oregon coasts.
Oregon coastal north migrating chinook stocks originate mainly from natural
production and are predominately wild fall run stocks, although minor stocks
of spring run fish also contribute to ocean fisheries. Small numbers of public hatchery spring chinook from the Wilson, Trask, and Nestucca rivers are
also produced that contribute to ocean fisheries north of Oregon.

(

While Oregon coastal north migratinq chinook stocks collectively contribute
significant numbers of fish to ocean fisheries north of Oregon, they have not
been identified as having conservation needs under the Pacific Salmon Treaty
at this time.
Regional Management Unit
Oregon coastal chinook stocks are managed to achieve an aggregate coastal
escapement goal range of 150,000 to 200,000 natural spawning adults. This
goal includes predominantly natural spawning fall run fish, with minor levels
of natural spring spawners. The north migrating component does not have a
separate escapement goal for either fall or spring runs, or for north and
south/localized component stocks. Further definition of escapement goals is
being evaluated within a chinook management plan ~eing ~eveloped by the Oregon
Department of Fish and Wildlife (ODFW) for Oregon' coastal chinooks stocks. A
draft plan should be available in late 1987 or early A988.

Assessment of Escapement and Indicator Stock from Oregon Coastal Chinook
Available coded wire tag (CWT) data suggests that a portion of the Oregon
coastal chinook stocks comprise a north coastal management unit, and are
harvested primarily off British Columbia and SE Alaska. These stocks are comprised principally of fall run fish. In response to commitments to the U.S.Canada Chinook Salmon Interception Treaty, the ODFW is in the process of
enhancing their efforts to monitor the status of the stocks comprising the
north coastal management unit. This report describes ODFW's approach and
progress in this monitoring and indicator ~tock development effort. As developed by the U.S.-Canada treaty technical committee, chinook stock status is
assessed through monitoring indicator stocks. Two types of indicator stocks
have been described: exploitation and escapement rate indicator stocks.
Exploitation rate indicator stocks are used to monitor fishery contribution
and rates of harvest. ODFW has selected Salmon River Hatchery fall chinook as
the exploitation rate indicator stock for coastal chinook (Table 1). This
stock was selected because:

(

1.

Its distribution of ocean catch is believed to be representative of
natural and hatchery fall run stocks comprising the north coastal management unit (Table 2).

2.

Its age composition is believed to be typical of stocks comprising the
north coastal management unit.

3.

Feasibility of estimating escapement of this stock.

The approach used to monitor this stock was developed and tested in 1986.
This approach involves representatively coded-wire tagging a portion of the
chinook released by the hatchery and subsequently estimating the recovery of
these tags in the (1) ocean fishery, (2) in-river sport catch, (3) returns to
the hatchery, and (4) natural spawning escapement. Beginning with the 1986
brood year, 100,000 smolts will be coded-wire tagged (two 50,000 tag groups)
and released from the hatchery annually. Between 25,000 and 50,000 smolts
have been coded-wire tagged from prior brood year~, beginning in 1976 (with
the exception of the 1981 brood when no fish were;tagged). Ocean harvest is
estimated by port sampling programs conducted in Calif6rnia, Oregon,
Washington, British Columbia, and Alaska. Salmon Rivir sport catch is
estimated through a statistical creel survey. Hatchery returns are determined
by monitoring recovery of tagged fish by the hatchery. Natural spawning
escapement is estimated by conducting a mark-recapture study. This study
involves trapping a portion of the returning fish at the hatchery (located 4
miles upstream from the river mouth), marking these fish with anchor tags and
subsequently recapturing these marked fish as carcasses on spawning surveys.
Although results are still being evaluated, based upon initial efforts in
1986, it appears that this approach is feasible and it will be possible to
accurately estimate escapement of this stock with a high degree of precision.
Escapement indicator stocks are used to monitor escapement of natural spawning
chinook stocks relative to established spawning qoals. Presently we have not
identified an escapement indicator stock for Oregon coastal chinook comprising
the North Management Unit. ODFW has indexed escapement of these stocks for 36

(

years by surveying a total of 9.2 miles in 9 index streams. Although we feel
this effort is suitable for monitoring long-term trends in escapement, we feel
it is inadequate for monitoring escapement relative to established spawning
goals and ocean management strategies under the treaty.
Beginning in 1986, with funds supplied through the U.S.-Canada Treaty, ODFW
began efforts to improve its efforts to monitor escapement of these stocks.
Initial work involved increasing spawning survey effort (increasing the number
and frequency of spawning surveys conducte~ in each major coastal river
basin); collecting biological data to compare size composition, age structure
and sex composition among these stocks; and evaluating the adequacy of using
spawning surveys to monitor escapement. Based on the results of this work, we
will select an escapement indicator stock (or stocks) by 1988. The number of
indicator stocks that are selected will depend on the variability of escapement and life history parameters among these stocks.

(
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Table 1.

Oregon Coast Fall Chinook Stocks

Source of
production

Escapement
indicator

Nehalem through
Elk rivers

None

Terminal
run size

Harvest rate
indicator

Terminal
run size

.Salmon River
Hatchery fall
chinook

2,000

(

;

/

~

,
,

.
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Table 2.

Harvest rate indicator stock history.

Indicator stock:

Salmon River Hatchery fall chinook

Production Units Represented:

Oregon Coastal Chinook Stocks

Why Selected: Representative life history and catch
distribution, centralized location, feasibility of estimating
escapement.
~
Date

1986 brood

E~tablished:

Hatchery of Stock:
Catch and escapement of
CWT releases l j
Release
year

CWT
code

Number
released

CA

OR

1977

9-16-38
9-16-37
7-16-44
7-16-43
7-18-50
7-18-49
7-22-40
7-22-39
7-25-5
7-25-4

26,281
21,820
23,974
19,800
21,558
30,102
26,402
22,741
27,107
26,573

6
16
3
3
0
0
4
0
0
0

4
0
1
6
6
4
3
2
1
1

1978
1979
1980
1981

~/ The number of expanded recoveries
2j

Escapement~/

WA BC

AK

5
4
7
0
7
0
0
15
0
0

210
138
30
34
143
21
44
21
94
35

169
248
203
57
115
50
98
173
199
44

from'~omplete

.

84
97
334
55
74
30
28
37
95
18

broods only.

I

Incomplete, only includes returns to sa1mon River Hatchery.
j
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INTRODUCTION

This report has been prepared at the request of the Panels and
Commissioners of the Pacific Salmon Commission (PSC). Its purpose
is to document the status of the Chinook Indicator Stock program
in Puget Sound and on the Washington Coast. (see map on page 4)
The definition and development of the Indicator Stock program is
an ongoing process which will take several years to finalize. In
particular, the development of wild stock tagging programs and
the derivation of MSH escapement levels for some stocks could
take several years to finalize.
In the interim, this report describes the current status of the
program and outlines those stocks which are currently being used
as indicator stocks.
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF STOCKS AND ESCAPEMENT GOALS
The majority of chinook catch in puget Sound is derived from
hatchery produced fall chinook stocks. Management efforts are
divided between the six management regions within Puget Sound and
are directed at important spring, summer and fall races of
hatchery and/or naturally spawning stocks within each region.
Based on CWT data, Puget Sound stocks contribute mainly to
fisheries off the west Coast Vancouver Island, in Georgia strait
and in Puget Sound.
Washington coastal stocks originate in small to medium size
rivers. Some stocks are experiencing environmental difficulties
in addition to excessive fishing pressures. Management of coastal
rivers is typically directed at naturally spawning spring, summer
and fall stocks. Hatchery production of chinook occurs primarily
in the Soleduck, Quinault, Grays Harbor and Willapa Bay. Based on
available CWT data, these stocks exhibit far-north migration
patterns and are caught mainly in SE Alaska and off the BC coast
in addition to terminal harvests.
Identification and achievement of MSH (maximum sustainable
harvest) escapement goals are the maj or components of the
rebuilding program. In both Puget Sound and on the Washington
Coast, data for calculating MSH spawning goals are quite limited.
The escapement goals for most Puget Sound rivers represent the
average escapements observed over a recent historical period. It
is possible that these escapement goals are low since chinook
runs were heavily exploited when the goals were established.
For Puget Sound, the development of improved MSH escapement goals
will only be possible as new spawning escapement data and stock
specific ocean fishery catch information is gathered and
analyzed. To determine MSH, spawning escapement data will be
combined with the results from the harvest rate indicator stock
program to estimate spawner/recruit relationships.
Preliminary spawner/recruit analyses have been conducted for
several coastal stocks, but the data base is limited both by the
number of years of data and the accuracy of the estimates of
spawners and recruits. As a result of the preliminary
spawner/recruit analyses, a "probing approach" was developed for
use in the North Coastal region with the objective of gathering
productivity data from a broad range of escapements to better
estimate MSH escapement levels.
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REGIONAL DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCTION AND MANAGEMENT
Table 1 identifies the production units and the escapement and
harvest rate indicator stocks selected within each region to
represent Puget Sound and Washington coastal chinook stocks for
USC purposes.
Following is an introductory description of the chinook resources
and management within each region of puget Sound and the
Washington Coast. The interplay between production units and
indicator stock(s) is also discussed.
NOOKSACK/SAMISH
Naturally spawning spring Chinook in this unit are currently
managed to maximize spawning escapement of returning fish. The
current goal is to increase naturally spawning escapements so
MSH goals can be met. These stocks are severely underescaped
and are receiving protection by closing all directed fisheries,
(i.e. all fisheries where this stock is the major component of
the catch). Both fingerling and yearling hatchery releases of
the spring chinook stocks have been designated as harvest rate
indicator stocks. The naturally spawning Nooksack River spring
chinook stock has also been designated as a spawning escapement
indicator stock.
Fall chinook production from this region is predominantly of
hatchery origin. Due to the magnitude of production, the
diversity of hatchery facilities, and the Canadian request to
tag major production units that are contributing to Canadian
fisheries, it was decided that hatchery production of fall
chinook from each of the 3 main hatcheries would be designated
as a harvest rate indicator.
SKAGIT RIVER
The spring, summer and fall chinook stocks from the Skagit
River are primarily of natural origin, with minor hatchery
components. The spring stock is currently returning at levels
at or below the natural spawning goal and therefore, there are
no directed fisheries on this stock. Hatchery rehabilitation
projects exist for both spring and summer stocks, but primarily
rear yearlings. While both of these stocks are designated as
harvest rate indicators, yearling releases do not yield a
totally acceptable harvest rate indicator stock to represent
naturally spawning production. consequently, any new fingerling
production will also be tagged, to better portray the harvest
patterns of this component.
The run timing of Skagit River spring, summer and fall chinook
stocks ia currently being evaluated to identify stock
differences. The hatchery components of the spring and summer
stocks will continue to be tagged as harvest rate indicators
during this evaluation since there is no release of fall
chinook which could be tagged.
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STILLAGUAMISH/SNOHOMISH
Due to the very low level of spring chinook escapement in the
stillaguamish River, the status and size of this natural run is
undetermined.
Planning is currently ongoing to capture adult Stillaguamish
River summer chinook and to rear the progeny in a hatchery.
When this project is implemented, the stocks will be tagged as
a harvest rate indicator stock. In addition, hatchery
production of summer chinook from this region is being tagged
as harvest rate indicator stocks for future comparison with the
wild summer run chinook. In addition, the stillaguamish and
Snohomish River naturally spawning stocks are designated as
escapement indicator stocks.
Available information on spawning and rearing habitat in the
stillaguamish and Snohomish systems indicates that the current
escapement goals of 2,000 for the Stillaguamish and 5,250 for
the Snohomish wild fall stocks may be well below the levels
needed to produce maximum sustained harvest. The Tulalip
Hatchery releases of fingerling fall chinook have been
designated as a harvest rate indicator stock.
SOUTH PUGET SOUND
The one remaining spring chinook stock in this region (White
River) is designated as an escapement indicator stock,
primarily for future years, as it is currently returning at
very low levels. The majority of White River spring chinook
broodstock was transferred to the WDF hatchery at Minter Creek
to build a broodstock which would allow seeding of those areas
formerly supporting naturally spawning spring chinook
populations. The yearling and possible future fingerling
releases of spring chinook from Minter Cr. will be tagged as
harvest rate indicator stocks.
Management of fall chinook fisheries in this region are
generally directed at achieving hatchery egg take goals. Fall
chinook production from this region is predominantly of
hatchery origin. Five of the major hatchery units in this
region were designated as harvest rate indicator stocks. They
were chosen on the basis of numbers of fish released and the
likelihood of having different survival and/or migration
characteristics. The Green River naturally spawning fall
chinook are designated as an escapement indicator stock.
HOOD CANAL
Spring Chinook returning to the Skokomish River and to the
Quilcene National Fish Hatchery (USFWS) are protected by
terminal area closures when spring chinook are present. The NFH
is developing the spring chinook stock which will be used to
seed areas which formerly supported naturally spawning
populations.
The spring chinook from the Quilcene NFH are
released as yearlings to enhance survival. This stock is
designated as a harvest rate indicator. The naturally spawning
spring chinook in the Skokomish River, are designated as an
7
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TABLE 1. IDENTIFICATION OF PRODUCTION UNITS AND INDICATOR STOCKS
PUGET SOUND AND WASHINGTON COASTAL SPRING CHINOOK

PRODUCT! ON UN IT

:ESCAPEMENT :ESCAPENENT
: INDICATOR
:GOAL

IHARVE5T RATE
: INDICATOR

------------------------------l-----------l--------------------l-------------------------;

NOOKSAO:/SAMISH
NOOK.R. NATURALLY SPAWNING
4,000 :NOOKSACK RIVER
HATCHERY
:ALL
RIVER
NATURALL Y SPAWNH~G
HATCHERY

- 11

:NOOKSACK HATCHERY &
ISKDOKUM CR. HATCHERY

S~:AG IT

3,000 :SKAGIT RIVER

1!

:HARBLEMOUNT HATCHERY

:ALL

SOUTH PUGET SOUND
WHITE R. NATURALLY SPAWNING :N/A
HATCHERY
:ALL

:WHITE RIVER

INONE
IMINTER CR. HATCHERY

:SKOrONISH RIVER

INONE
:QUILCENE NFH

STRAIT OF JUAN DE FUCA
DUNG. R. NATURALLY SPAWNING IN/A
ELWHA R. NATURALLY SPAWNING IN/A

:nUNGENESS RIVER
:nUNGENESS RIVER

:NONE
:NONE

QUILLAYUTE RIVER
NATURALLY SPAWrWJG (INTRO.)
HATCHERY (SOLEDUCK)

:NONE

:NONE
:NONE

HOOD CANAL
SKOK. R. NATURALLY SPAWNING :N/A
HATCHERY

500

21

HOH RIVER
NATURALU' SPAWNING

900 :HOH RIVER

:NONE

QUEETS RIVER
NATURALLY SPAWNING

700 IQUEETS RIVER

:NONE

QU INAULT RIVER
NATURALLY SPAWNING

INONE

GRAYS HARBOR
CHEH. R. NATURALLY SPAWNING :

21

1,400 ICHEHALIS RIVER

: NONE
:NONE

1/ APPROPRIATE FINGERLING RELEASES FROM HATCHERIES WITHIN THE REBION.
INDICATES THAT THIS STOCK/RIVER COMBINATION IS MANAGED FOR HATCHERY
ESCAPEMENT DR THAT SPAWNINS ESCAPEMENT IS NOT QUANTIFIED.

_21
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PUGET SOUND AND WASHINGTON COASTAL SUMMER CHINOOK

PRODUCTION UNIT

iESCAPEMENT lESCAPEMENT
iGOAL
ilNDICATOR

iHARVEST RATE
i INDICATOR

------------------------------:-----------:--------------------:-------------------------:
SKAG IT RIVER
NATURALLY SPAWNING
14,900 iSKAGIT RIVER
31
HATCHERY
1,000 i
iMARBLEMOUNT HATCHERY 1+
STILLASUAMISH/SNOHOMISH
STILL. R. NATURALLY SPAWNING:
2,000 iSTILLAGUAMISH RIVER
3/
SMGH. R. NATURALLY SPAWNING :
5,250 iSNOHOMISH RIVER
JI
HATCHERY
iM/A
iSKYKOMISH HATCH. 0+ &1+
QUILLAYUTE RIVER
NATURALLY SPAWNING
HATCHERY

1,500 iQUILLAYUTE RIVER

II AND POSSIBLE FUTURE
iWILD STOCK PROGRAM

APPROPRIATE FINGERLING RELEASES FROM HATCHERIES WITHIN THE RESION.
INDICATES THAT THIS STOCK/RIVER COMBINATION IS MANAGED FOR HATCHERY
ESCAPEMENT OR THAT SPAWNING ESCAPEMENT IS NOT QUANTIFIED.
-31 ACOMBINATION OF PAST SKAGIT WILD AND PRESENT HATCHERY FINGERLING
AND FUTURE STILLAGUAMISH WILD WILL BE USED TO MONITOR THE
HARVEST RATES ON THESE STOCKS.
1/

21

PUGEr SOUND AND WASHINGTON COASTAL FALL CHINOOK

PRODUCTION UNIT

30-Jan-87

iESCAPEMENT :ESCAPEMENT
iGOAL
ilNDICATOR

iHAR'JEST RATE
i INDICATOR

------------------------------:-----------:--------------------:-------------------------:
NOOKSACK!SAMISH
NOOK. R. NATURALLY SPAWNING i
SAMISH R. NATURALLY SPAWNINS:
HATCHERY

3,100 iNONE
* iNONE

*t

STILLAGUAMISH/SNOHOMISH
HATCHERY

3,100
i
i
i
l

iNONE

LI

iNOOKSACK,SAMISH AND
iLUMMI HATCHERIES

11

'II
LI

iNONE
iNONE
iTULALIP HATCHERY

5,200 iNONE

5,800
1,500
1,500
21,050

11
- 11

'II

14,800 i

SKAGIT RIVER
SKAS. R. NATURALLY SPAWNING
HATCHERY

SOUTH PUGET SOUND
LAKE WA. NATURALLY SPAWNINS
6REEN R. NATURALLY SPAWNING
PUY. R. NATURALLY SPAWNIN6
NISU. R. NATURALLY SPAWNIN6
HATCHERY

'II

_LI

_21

:SREEN RIVER
iNONE
2i
iNONE _2/
i

11
11
1/
11
-

iISSAQUAH, SUQUAMISH,
iGREEN, NISQUALLY, AND
iOESCHUTES HATCHERIES

PRODUCT! ON UN IT

:ESCAPEMENi :ESCAPEMENT
:GOAL
:INDICATOR

:HARVEST RATE
: INDICATOR

------------------------------:-----------:--------------------:-------------------------:
HOOD CANAL
SKOK. R. NATURALLY SPAWNING
MISC. R. NATURALLY SPAWNING
HATCHERY
STRAIT OF JUAN DE FUCA
NATURALLY SPAWNING, ALL
TRIBUTARIES EXCEPT ELWHA
ELWHA R. NATURALLY SPAWNING
HATCHERY
WAATCH AND SoOES RIVERS
HATCHERY
flUILLAYUTE RIVER
NATURALLY SPAWNING
HATCHERY

1,650 INONE
2,800 INoNE
4,050

850

'11

11

1..1

2/

1/

IGEoRGE ADAMS HATCHERY

:HoF-:o RIVER

1,300 :DUNGENESS RIVER
2,700 INONE
21

IHOKO RIVER WILD

*

IELWHA REARING CHANNEL
INONE

It1AKAH NFH

2/

3,000 :QUILLAVUTE RIVER

IQUEETS RIVER WILD
:SOLEDUCF-: HATCHERY

HOH RIVER
NATURALLY SPAWNING
HMCHERY
QUEETS RIVER
NATURALL YSPAWN ING
HATCHERY

IQUEE1S RIVER WILD
IQUINAULT HATCHERY
2,500 IQUEETS RIVER

QUINAULT RIVER
NATURALLV SPAWNING
HATCHERY

INoNE

GRAYS HARBOR
HUMP. R. NATURALLY SPAWNING
CHEH. R. NATURALLY SPAWNING
HATCHERY

:NONE
INONE

WILLAPA BAY
NATURALLY SPAWNING
HATCHERY

INoNE

IQUEETS R1VER WILD
:QUINAULT HATCHERY

'il
LI

:QUINAULT HATCHERY
1i

2/

2/

Ii

IHUMPTULIPS &SATSOP
IHATCHERIES
'11

-1/

.LI

:WILLAPA BAY HATCHERY

1/ APPROPRIATE FINGERLING RELEASES FROM HATCHERIES WITHIN THE REGION.
_2/ INDICATES THAT THIS STOCK/RIVER COMBINATION IS MANAGED FOR HATCHERV
ESCAPEMENT DR THAT SPAWNING ESCAPEMENT 15 NOT QUANTIFIED.
* INDICATES THAT THE PRODUCTION UNIT IS COMBINED WITH
ANOTHER PRODUCTION UNIT, I.E. HATCHERY AND WILD COMBINED.

,..,
j . ...::.

ESCAPEMENT INDICATOR STOCK HISTORIES
INDICATOR STOCK: NOOKSACK RIVER SPRING CHINOOK
PRODUCTION UNITS REPRESENTED:
NOOKSACK RIVER NATURALLY SPAWNING SPRING CHINOOK
WHY SELECTED:
THIS IS THE ONLY NATURALLY SPAWNING SPRING CHINOOK
STOCK IN THIS REGION
DATE ESTABLISHED: 1985 BROOD YEAR
CURRENT ESCAPEMENT GOAL: 4,000
BASIS OF GOAL:
HISTORICAL INFORMATION REGARDING CATCH AND PRESENT AVAILABLE
HABITAT WOULD INDICATE A MUCH LARGER RUN COULD BE SUPPORTED
IN THIS SYSTEM. A PRELIMINARY ESTIMATE OF MSH WAS MADE BY A
REGIONAL STEERING COMMITTEE.
ESCAPEMENT ESTIMATION METHODOLOGY:
SEVERAL METHODS ARE CURRENTLY UNDER INVESTIGATION
INDICATOR STOCK: SKAGIT RIVER SPRING CHINOOK
PRODUCTION UNITS REPRESENTED:
NATURALLY SPAWNING SKAGIT RIVER SPRING CHINOOK
WHY SELECTED:
IT IS EXPECTED THAT THE DISTRIBUTION CHARACTERISTICS
OF THIS STOCK WOULD BE DIFFERENT THAN OTHER SPRING
CHINOOK STOCKS IN PUGET SOUND
DATE ESTABLISHED: 1985 BROOD YEAR
CURRENT ESCAPEMENT GOAL:
3,000
BASIS OF GOAL: INTERMEDIATE GOAL
ESCAPEMENT ESTIMATION METHODOLOGY:
AERIAL AND FOOT SURVEYS OF REDD COUNTS
INDICATOR STOCK: WHITE RIVER SPRING CHINOOK
PRODUCTION UNITS REPRESENTED:
NATURALLY SPAWNING WHITE RIVER SPRING CHINOOK
WHY SELECTED:
IT IS THE ONLY REMAINING POPULATION OF NATURALLY SPAWNING
SPRING CHINOOK IN THE SOUTH PUGET SOUND REGION
DATE ESTABLISHED: 1985 BROOD YEAR
CURRENT ESCAPEMENT GOAL: REINTRODUCTION OF STOCK TO SYSTEM
BASIS OF GOAL:
INTERIM GOALS WILL BE ESTABLISHED BASED ON ESTIMATES OF MSH
ESCAPEMENT DERIVED FROM ESTIMATES OF AVAILABLE HABITAT.
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ESCAPEMENT ESTIMATION METHODOLOGY:
STREAM FOOT SURVEYS
INDICATOR STOCK: SKOKOMISH RIVER SPRING CHINOOK
PRODUCTION UNITS REPRESENTED:
NATURALLY SPAWNING SPRING CHINOOK STOCKS FROM THE
SKOKOMISH RIVER AND OTHER HOOD CANAL TRIBUTARIES
WHY SELECTED:
THE SKOKOMISH RIVER ONCE SUPPORTED IMPORTANT NATURALLY
SPAWNING STOCKS WHICH HAVE ALL BUT DISAPPEARED. THERE ARE NO
OTHER NATURALLY SPAWNING SPRING CHINOOK STOCKS IN THIS REGION
DATE ESTABLISHED: 1985 BROOD YEAR
CURRENT ESCAPEMENT GOAL: REINTRODUCTION OF STOCK
BASIS OF GOAL:
INTERIM GOALS WILL BE ESTABLISHED BASED ON ESTIMATES OF MSH
ESCAPEMENT DERIVED FROM ESTIMATES OF AVAILABLE HABITAT.
ESCAPEMENT ESTIMATION METHODOLOGY:
FOOT AND FLOAT SURVEYS OF REDD COUNTS
INDICATOR STOCK: DUNGENESS RIVER SPRING CHINOOK
PRODUCTION UNITS REPRESENTED:
NATURALLY SPAWNING POPULATIONS OF SPRING CHINOOK IN THE
DUNGENESS AND ELWHA RIVERS.
WHY SELECTED:
THERE ARE CURRENTLY BETTER ESTIMATES OF ESCAPEMENT AVAILABLE
FROM THE DUNGENESS THAN THE ELWHA RIVER.
DATE ESTABLISHED: 1986 BROOD YEAR
CURRENT ESCAPEMENT GOAL: INCREASE ESCAPEMENTS
BASIS OF GOAL:
INTERIM GOALS WILL BE ESTABLISHED BASED ON ESTIMATES OF MSH
ESCAPEMENT LEVELS DERIVED FROM ESTIMATES OF AVAILABLE HABITAT
ESCAPEMENT ESTIMATION METHODOLOGY:
SEVERAL METHODS ARE CURRENTLY BEING INVESTIGATED
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INDICATOR STOCK: HOH RIVER SPRING CHINOOK
PRODUCTION UNITS REPRESENTED:
IN COMBINATION WITH THE QUEETS RIVER NATURALLY SPAWNING
SPRING CHINOOK STOCK, THEY WILL REPRESENT ALL NATURALLY
SPAWNING SPRING STOCKS ON THE COAST
WHY SELECTED:
ESCAPEMENT ESTIMATES ARE ALREADY BEING MADE FOR THIS STOCK
DATE ESTABLISHED:

1985 BROOD YEAR

CURRENT ESCAPEMENT GOAL: 900 + or BASIS OF GOAL:
CURRENTLY MANAGED FOR A RANGE TO ALLOW THE COLLECTION OF
INFORMATION NEEDED TO BETTER DEFINE MSH ESCAPEMENT LEVELS
ESCAPEMENT ESTIMATION METHODOLOGY:
FLOAT AND FOOT SURVEYS OF THE RIVER SYSTEM
INDICATOR STOCK: QUEETS RIVER SPRING CHINOOK
PRODUCTION UNITS REPRESENTED:
IN COMBINATION WITH THE HOH RIVER NATURALLY SPAWNING SPRING
CHINOOK STOCK, THEY WILL REPRESENT ALL NATURALLY SPAWNING
SPRING STOCKS ON THE COAST
WHY SELECTED:
ESCAPEMENT ESTIMATES ARE ALREADY BEING MADE FOR THIS STOCK
DATE ESTABLISHED: 1985 BROOD YEAR
CURRENT ESCAPEMENT GOAL: 700 + or BASIS OF GOAL:
CURRENTLY MANAGED FOR A RANGE TO ALLOW THE COLLECTION OF
INFORMATION NEEDED TO BETTER DEFINE MSH ESCAPEMENT LEVELS
ESCAPEMENT ESTIMATION METHODOLOGY:
FLOAT AND FOOT SURVEYS OF THE RIVER SYSTEM
INDICATOR STOCK: CHEHALIS RIVER SPRING CHINOOK
PRODUCTION UNITS REPRESENTED:
NATURALLY SPAWNING SPRING CHINOOK IN THE CHEHALIS RIVER
WHY SELECTED:
ESCAPEMENT ESTIMATES ARE ALREADY BEING MADE FOR THIS STOCK
DATE ESTABLISHED: 1985 BROOD YEAR
CURRENT ESCAPEMENT GOAL: 1,400
BASIS OF GOAL:
MINIMUM ESTIMATE OF MSH ESCAPEMENT LEVEL
ESCAPEMENT ESTIMATION METHODOLOGY:
FLOAT AND FOOT SURVEYS OF THE RIVER SYSTEM
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INDICATOR STOCK: SKAGIT RIVER SUMMER CHINOOK (CURRENTLY INCLUDES FALLS)
PRODUCTION UNITS REPRESENTED:
NATURALLY SPAWNING SUMMER CHINOOK IN THE SKAGIT RIVER
WHY SELECTED:
IT IS THOUGHT THAT THERE MAY BE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE
DISTRIBUTIONS OF STOCKS FROM THE SKAGIT AND STILLAGUAMISH
RIVERS AND IT IS AN IMPORTANT NATURALLY SPAWNING POPULATION
DATE ESTABLISHED: 1986 BROOD YEAR
CURRENT ESCAPEMENT GOAL: 14,900
BASIS OF GOAL:
PRELIMINARY ESTIMATE OF MSH ESCAPEMENT LEVEL.
ESCAPEMENT ESTIMATION METHODOLOGY:
COMBINATION OF AERIAL, FOOT AND FLOAT SURVEYS
INDICATOR STOCK: STILLAGUAMISH RIVER SUMMER CHINOOK (CURRENTLY
INCLUDES FALLS)
PRODUCTION UNITS REPRESENTED:
STILLAGUAMISH RIVER NATURALLY SPAWNING SUMMER CHINOOK
WHY SELECTED:
IT IS THOUGHT THAT THERE MAY BE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE
DISTRIBUTIONS OF STOCKS FROM THE SKAGIT AND STILLAGUAMISH
RIVERS AND IT IS AN IMPORTANT NATURALLY SPAWNING POPULATION
DATE ESTABLISHED: 1985 BROOD YEAR
CURRENT ESCAPEMENT GOAL:
2,000
BASIS OF GOAL:
RECENT YEARS OBSERVED ESCAPEMENT (IT IS BELIEVED TO BE WELL
BELOW THE LEVEL NEEDED TO ACHIEVE MSH)
ESCAPEMENT ESTIMATION METHODOLOGY:
FOOT SURVEYS OF THE RIVER
INDICATOR STOCK: QUILLAYUTE RIVER SUMMER CHINOOK
PRODUCTION UNITS REPRESENTED:
QUILLAYUTE RIVER NATURALLY SPAWNING SUMMER CHINOOK
WHY SELECTED:
IT IS AN IMPORTANT COMPONENT OF THE NATURALLY SPAWNING
CHINOOK STOCKS IN THE QUILLAYUTE RIVER.
DATE ESTABLISHED: 1986 BROOD YEAR
CURRENT ESCAPEMENT GOAL:
1,500
BASIS OF GOAL:
PRELIMINARY ESTIMATE OF MSH ESCAPEMENT LEVEL.
ESCAPEMENT ESTIMATION METHODOLOGY:
FOOT SURVEYS OF THE RIVER SYSTEM
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INDICATOR STOCK: GREEN RIVER FALL CHINOOK
PRODUCTION UNITS REPRESENTED:
GREEN RIVER NATURALLY SPAWNING FALL CHINOOK
WHY SELECTED:
THIS IS THE ONLY MAJOR FALL CHINOOK RUN MANAGED TO ACHIEVE A
NATURAL SPAWNING GOAL IN PUGET SOUND.
DATE ESTABLISHED: 1985 BROOD YEAR
CURRENT ESCAPEMENT GOAL:
5,800
BASIS OF GOAL:
RECENT YEARS OBSERVED ESCAPEMENT (IT IS BELIEVED TO BE WELL
BELOW THE LEVEL NEEDED TO ACHIEVE MSH)
ESCAPEMENT ESTIMATION METHODOLOGY:
FLOAT AND FOOT SURVEYS OF THE RIVER SYSTEM
INDICATOR STOCK: HOKO RIVER FALL CHINOOK
,PRODUCTION UNITS REPRESENTED:
IN COMBINATION WITH THE DUNGENESS RIVER NATURALLY SPAWNING
FALL CHINOOK STOCK, THEY WILL REPRESENT ALL NATURALLY
SPAWNING FALL STOCKS IN THE STRAIT.
WHY SELECTED:
SPAWNING ESCAPEMENT ESTIMATES ARE BEING MADE IN CONJUNCTION
WITH THE HOKO RIVER HARVEST RATE INDICATOR PROGRAM WHICH
UTILIZES WILD STOCKS.
DATE ESTABLISHED: 1985 BROOD YEAR
CURRENT ESCAPEMENT GOAL:
850
BASIS OF GOAL:
RECENT YEARS OBSERVED ESCAPEMENT, (IT IS BELIEVED TO BE WELL
BELOW THE LEVEL NEEDED TO ACHIEVE MSH)
ESCAPEMENT ESTIMATION METHODOLOGY:
FOOT SURVEYS IN THE SYSTEM
INDICATOR STOCK: DUNGENESS RIVER FALL CHINOOK
PRODUCTION UNITS REPRESENTED:
IN COMBINATION WITH THE HOKO RIVER NATURALLY SPAWNING FALL
CHINOOK STOCK, THEY WILL REPRESENT ALL NATURALLY SPAWNING
FALL STOCKS IN THE STRAIT
WHY SELECTED:
EXTENSIVE EFFORT IS CURRENTLY BEING EXPENDED ON THE DUNGENESS
RIVER SYSTEM TO GATHER ACCURATE ESTIMATES OF ESCAPEMENTS.
DATE ESTABLISHED: 1986 BROOD YEAR
CURRENT ESCAPEMENT GOAL:
N/A
BASIS OF GOAL:
INTERIM GOALS WILL BE ESTABLISHED BASED ON ESTIMATES OF MSH
ESCAPEMENT LEVELS DERIVED FROM ESTIMATES OF AVAILABLE HABITAT
ESCAPEMENT ESTIMATION METHODOLOGY:
FOOT SURVEYS IN THE SYSTEM
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INDICATOR STOCK: QUILLAYUTE RIVER FALL CHINOOK
PRODUCTION UNITS REPRESENTED:
QUILLAYUTE RIVER NATURALLY SPAWNING FALL CHINOOK
WHY SELECTED:
IT IS AN IMPORTANT COMPONENT OF THE NATURALLY SPAWNING
CHINOOK STOCKS IN THE QUILLAYUTE RIVER
DATE ESTABLISHED: 1986 BROOD YEAR
CURRENT ESCAPEMENT GOAL:
3,000
BASIS OF GOAL:
PRELIMINARY ESTIMATE OF MSH ESCAPEMENT LEVEL.
ESCAPEMENT ESTIMATION METHODOLOGY:
FOOT AND BOAT SURVEYS.
INDICATOR STOCK: HOH RIVER FALL CHINOOK
PRODUCTION UNITS REPRESENTED:
IN COMBINATION WITH THE QUEETS RIVER NATURALLY SPAWNING FALL
CHINOOK STOCK, THEY WILL REPRESENT OTHER NATURALLY SPAWNING
FALL STOCKS ON THE COAST
WHY SELECTED:
ESCAPEMENT ESTIMATES ARE ALREADY BEING MADE FOR THIS STOCK
DATE ESTABLISHED: 1985 BROOD YEAR
CURRENT ESCAPEMENT GOAL: 1,200 + or BASIS OF GOAL:
CURRENTLY MANAGED FOR A RANGE TO ALLOW THE COLLECTION OF
INFORMATION NEEDED TO BETTER DEFINE MSH ESCAPEMENT LEVELS
ESCAPEMENT ESTIMATION METHODOLOGY:
FLOAT AND FOOT SURVEYS OF THE RIVER SYSTEM
INDICATOR STOCK: QUEETS RIVER FALL CHINOOK
PRODUCTION UNITS REPRESENTED:
IN COMBINATION WITH THE HOH RIVER NATURALLY SPAWNING FALL
CHINOOK STOCK, THEY WILL REPRESENT OTHER NATURALLY SPAWNING
FALL STOCKS ON THE COAST.
WHY SELECTED:
ESCAPEMENT ESTIMATES ARE ALREADY BEING MADE FOR THIS STOCK
DATE ESTABLISHED: 1985 BROOD YEAR
CURRENT ESCAPEMENT GOAL: 2,500 + or BASIS OF GOAL:
CURRENTLY MANAGED FOR A RANGE TO ALLOW THE COLLECTION OF
INFORMATION NEEDED TO BETTER DEFINE MSH ESCAPEMENT LEVELS
ESCAPEMENT ESTIMATION METHODOLOGY:
FLOAT AND FOOT SURVEYS OF THE RIVER SYSTEM
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HARVEST RATE INDICATOR STOCK HISTORIES
INDICATOR STOCK:

SKOOKUM CR. HATCHERY RELEASE OF ZERO AGE SPRING
CHINOOK.
PRODUCTION UNITS REPRESENTED:
NOOKSACK RIVER NATURALLY SPAWNING SPRING CHINOOK AND
NOOKSACK/SAM ISH REGION HATCHERY PRODUCTION OF ZERO AGE SPRING
CHINOOK
DATE ESTABLISHED: 1985 BROOD
PRIOR TAGGING HISTORY: STARTED TAGGING THIS STOCK WITH 1981
BROOD YEAR.
WHY SELECTED: A HARVEST RATE INDICATOR STOCK IS NEEDED TO
PROVIDE INFORMATION ON THE NOOKSACK RIVER NATURALLY SPAWNING
SPRING CHINOOK STOCK.

INDICATOR STOCK: NOOKSACK HATCHERY YEARLING RELEASE SPRING CHINOOK
PRODUCTION UNITS REPRESENTED:
NOOKSACK/SAMISH REGION YEARLING HATCHERY RELEASES
DATE ESTABLISHED: 1985 BROOD
PRIOR TAGGING HISTORY:
?
WHY SELECTED:

TO REPRESENT THIS UNIT OF HATCHERY PRODUCTION

INDICATOR STOCK: MARBLEMOUNT HATCHERY YEARLING RELEASES OF SPRING
CHINOOK
PRODUCTION UNITS REPRESENTED:
YEARLING SPRING CHI'NOOK PRODUCTION FROM THIS REGION
DATE ESTABLISHED: 1985 BROOD YEAR
PRIOR TAGGING HISTORY:
?
WHY SELECTED: TO MONITOR YEARLING SPRING CHINOOK PRODUCTION
FROM TH~S REGION
INDICATOR STOCK:

MINTER CR. HATCHERY YEARLING RELEASES OF SPRING
CHINOOK
PRODUCTION UNITS REPRESENTED:
YEARLING SPRING CHINOOK PRODUCTION FROM THIS HATCHERY
DATE ESTABLISHED: 1985 BROOD YEAR
PRIOR TAGGING HISTORY:
?
WHY SELECTED: TO GATHER INFORMATION WHICH MAY HELP IN THE
REBUILDING OF THE WHITE RIVER NATURALLY SPAWNING SPRING
CHINOOK

INDICATOR STOCK: QUILCENE NATIONAL FISH HATCHERY YEARLING SPRING
CHINOOK
PRODUCTION UNITS REPRESENTED:
QUILCENE HATCHERY YEARLING SPRING CHINOOK PRODUCTION
DATE ESTABLISHED: 1985 BROOD YEAR
PRIOR TAGGING HISTORY:
?
WHY SELECTED: TO GATHER INFORMATION WHICH MAY HELP IN THE
REBUILDING OF THE SKOKOMISH RIVER NATURALLY SPAWNING SPRING
CHINOOK.
INDICATOR STOCK: MARBLEMOUNT HATCHERY RELEASES OF YEARLING SUMMER
CHINOOK
PRODUCTION UNITS REPRESENTED:
YEARLING RELEASES OF SUMMER CHINOOK FROM THE SKAGIT RIVER
DATE ESTABLISHED: 1985 BROOD YEAR
PRIOR TAGGING HISTORY:
?
WHY SELECTED: TO REPRESENT THE PRODUCTION OF THIS STOCK IN
MODELING EFFORTS.
INDICATOR STOCK:

SKYKOMISH HATCHERY RELEASE OF YEARLING SUMMER
CHINOOK
PRODUCTION UNITS REPRESENTED:
PRODUCTION OF YEARLING SUMMER CHINOOK FROM THE
STILLAGUAMISH/SNOHOMISHREGION
DATE ESTABLISHED: 1985 BROOD YEAR
PRIOR TAGGING HISTORY:
?

WHY SELECTED: TO REPRESENT THE PRODUCTION OF THIS STOCK IN
MODELING EFFORTS.
INDICATOR STOCK:

STILLAGUAMISH HATCHERY RELEASE OF "WILD"
FINGERLING SUMMER CHINOOK
.
PRODUCTION UNITS REPRESENTED:
NATURALLY SPAWNING STOCKS OF SUMMER CHINOOK IN THE
STILLAGUAMISH AND THE SNOHOMISH RIVERS.
DATE ESTABLISHED: THIS PROGRAM IS UNDER DEVELOPMENT
PRIOR TAGGING HISTORY:
THIS STOCK HAS BEEN
SPORADICALLY AND AT LOW LEVELS SINCE 1981 BROOD.

TAGGED

WHY SELECTED: THIS PROGRAM IS NECESSARY TO ASSIST IN THE
REBUILDING OF THE STILLAGUAMISH RIVER NATURALLY SPAWNING
SUMMER CHINOOK STOCK.
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FINGERLING SUMMER CHINOOK
PRClDUCTION UNITb REPREbENTED~
HATCHERY AND NATURALLY SPAWNING STOCKS OF SUMMER CHINClOK
IN
THE QUILLAYUTE RIVER.
II

II

DATE ESTABLISHED: THIS PROGRAM IS UNDER DEVELOPMENT
PRIOR
TAGGING
HISTORY:
THIS STOCK HAS
SPClRADICALLY AND AT LClW LEVELS IN PRIOR YEARb.

BEEN

WHY SELECTED:
THIS PROGRAM IS NECESSARY 10 ASSIST
IN THE
REBUILDING OF THE QUILLAYUTE RIVER NATURALLY SPAWNING SUMMER
CH I NUUI:: ~:noc~:::.
INDICATClR

STClCK:

NOOKSACK,

SAMISH AND LUMMI
BAY HATCHERY
OF ZE:eo (H-:;C CHlhium::
PRClDUCTION UNITS REPRESENTED:
HATCHERY PRODUCTIUN ClF EACH FACILITY AND COLLECTIVELY FOR THE
NOOKSACK/SAMISH REGION, ALL PRODUCTION OF FALL CHINOOK.
F'F:UI:n.ICl lew.!

DATE ESTABLISHED: 1985 BROOD YEAR
PRIOR TAGGING HISTORY: SPORADIC HISTORICAL TAGGING OF THIS STOCK
WHY SELECTED:
TO REPRESENT THE PRODUCTION OF THIS SlOCK
MODELING EFFORTS.

IN

INDICATOR STOCK:
TULALIP HATCHERY RELEASES OF ZERO AGE FALL CHINOOK
PRODUCTION UNITS REPRESENTED:
NATURALLY SPAWNING AND HATCHERY PRODUCED FALL CHINOOK STOCKS
IN THE STILLAGUAMISH/SNOHOMISH REGION.
DATE ESTABLISHED: 1986 BRoun YEAR
PRIOR TAGGING HISTORY:
?
WHY SELECTED:
TO REPRESENT THE PRODUCTION OF THIS STOCK
MODELING EFFORTS.

IN

INDICATOR STOCK:

ISSAQUAH,
SUQUAMISH,
GREEN R.,
NISQUALLY AND
DESCHUTES HATCHERY PRODUCTION OF FINGERLINGS.
PRODUCTION UNITS REPRESENTED:
HATCHERY PRODUCTION OF EACH FACILITY AND COLLECTIVELY FOR ALL
PRODUCTION OF ZERO AGE FALL CHINOOK IN SOUTH PUGET SOUND.
DATE ESTABLISHED: 1985 BROOD YEAR
PRIOR TAGGING HISTORY:
SPORADIC HISTORICAL TAGGING
WHY SELECTED:
TO REPRESENT THE PRODUCTION OF THIS STOCK
MODELING EFFORTS.

IN
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PRODUCTION UNITS REPRESENTED:
ALL ZERO AGE HATCHERY RELEASES AND NA1URALLY SPAWNINh FALL
CHINOOK IN THE HOOD CANAL REhION.
DATE ESTABL.ISHED: 1985 BROOD YEAR
PRIOR lAGGING HISTORY:
?
WHY SELECTED:
TO REPRESENT THE PRODUCTION or: THESE STOCKS IN
MODELING EFFORTS.

11\ID 1 CtlTDR bOT ClCI< = HCl~<O F:;: I VEF;: F'OI"-ID!::; "t,<J I L.D" F r~lL.ol...o CH I NUUI<
PRUDUCTIClN UNITS REPREbENTED:
NATURALLY SPAWNING FALL CHINOOK FRDM AL.L. TRIBUTARIES TO
STRAIT ClF JUAN DE FUCA! EXCEPT, THE ELWHA RIVER.
DATE ESTABLISHED: 1985 BROOD YEAR
PRIDR TAGGING HISTORY:
NONE
WHY bELEC1ED:
m::GION

THE

THE ONLY AVAIL.ABLE WILD bToCK TO TAG FROM THIS

INDICATOR STOCK:
EL.WHA REARING CHANNEL FALL CHINOOK
PRODUCTION UNITS REPRESENTED:
NATURALL.Y SPAWNING AND HATCHERY PRODUCED FALL CHINOOK
THE E!...J'Ji-iPI F< I I,/E::F:.
DATE ESTABLISHED: 1985 BROOD YEAR
PRIOR TAGGING HISTORY:
SPORADIC,
F'FlE') I OUE) YE()F;:~:;

LOW

LEVEL

FROM

TAGGING

IN

WHY SELECTED: A STOCK WAS NEEDED TO MODEL THE PRODUCTION
TH I~; ~;Y~:nE:lvi.

OF

P.

INDICATOR

bTDCK:
MAKAH NATIClNAL HATCHERY RELEASE OF ZERO
I\!OCH:::
PFlODUCTIoN UNITS REPRESENTED~
MAKAH NATIONAL HATCHERY RELEASE OF ZERO AGE FALL CHINOOK

AGE

F(iLL. eH I

DATE ESTABLISHED: 1987 BROOD YEAR
PRIOR TAGGING HISToRY:SMALL RELEASE NUMBERS IN SOME YEARS
WHY SELECTED:
TO REPRESENT THE PRODUCTION OF THIS STOCK
MODELING EFFORTS.

IN

INDICATOR bToCK: bOLE DUCK HATCHERY RELEASE OF ZERO AGE FAL.L CHINOClK
PRODUCTION UNITS REPRESENTED~
SOLEDUCK HATCHERY RELEASE OF ZERO AGE FALL CHINOOK
DATE ESTABLISHED: 1985 BROOD YEAR
PRIOR TAGGING HISTORY:
?
WHY SELECTED:
TO REPRESENT THE PRODUCTION OF THIS STOCK
MODELING EFFORTS.

IN

INDICfYIUn ~:;nUCl:.::
~:;(~Lr·1(]I\1 HI\/EF< F'C)I'm~::;
"~\IIL[)" Fi~:.... L CHll\mc:w:
PRUDUCTIUN UNI1S REPRESENTED:
NATURALLY SPAWNING FALL CHINOOK STUCKS IN THE QUILLAYUTE, HOH
AND QUEETS RIVERS,
AS WELL AS HATCHERY PRODUCfION FROM WILD
STOCKS IN THESE RIVERS.
DATE ESfABLISHED: 1985 BROOD YEAR
PRIUR TAGGING HISTORY:
SEVERAL YEARS OF TAGGING
HATCHERY RELEASES IN THIS SYSTEM.

WILD

AND

WHY SELECTED: MODELING OF THESE STOCKS IS NECESSARY TO ASSIST
IN REBUILDING AND MSH ASSESSMENT.
INDICATun S·ToCK: QUINAULT HATCHERY ZERO AGE RELEASES OF FALL CHINOOK
PRODUCTION UNITS REPRESENTED:
ZERO AGE RELEASES OF FALL CHINOOK IN THE HUH,
QUEETS AND
UU 1 N("'lUL..·r HI \./EJ;(S.
DATE ESTABLISHED: 1985 BROOD YEAR
PRIOR TAGGING HISTORY:
SPORADIC LOW LEVEL TAGGING IN RECENT
YE:(~f;~S "
l'JHY SE.L.ECTED;,
TU F<EF'h'E[3EN'r
MODELING EFFORTS.
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INDICATOR STOCK:

HUMPTULIPS AND SATSOP SPRINGS RELEASES UF
ZERO
AGE FALL CHINOOK
PRODUCTION UNITS REPRESENTED:
NATURALLY SPAWNING AND ZERO AGE FALL CHINOOK STOCKS FROM THE
GRAYS HAR80R REGION.
DATE ESTABLISHED: 1985 BROOD YEAR
PRIOR TAGGING HISToRY~
SPORADIC LOW LEVEL TAGGING IN
YE(~F!~;

RECENT

"

WHY SELECTED~
TO REPRESENT THE PRODUCTION OF THESE STUCKS IN
MODELING EFFORTS~
TO ASSIST
IN THE REBUILDING OF THE
NATURALLY SPAWNING SlOCKS.
INDICATOR

STDCK~

WILLAPA BAY HATCHERY RELEASES OF ZERO AGE FALL
CH I 1···.iClCH:::

PRODUCTION UNITS REPRESENTED:
NATURALLY SPAWNING AND ZERO AGE FALL CHINOOK STOCKS FROM
L<J I LL.?\F'(~I HEG I ON.

THE

DATE ESTABLISHED: 1985 BROOD YEAR
PRIOR TAGGING HISTORY~
SPORADIC LOW LEVEL TAGGING IN RECENT
YE Pd~;~ ~;; •

WHY SELECTED~
TO REPRESENT THE PRODUCTION OF THESE STUCKS IN
MODELING EFFORTS.
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This report has been prepared for the Rebuilding
Assessment Workgroup of the PSC Chinook Technical
Committee.
It's primary purpose is to describe the
natural chinook escapement indicator stock program in
Southeast Alaska and how these indicator stocks will be
used to monitor and assess progress of the chinook
rebuilding program.
There are currently eleven natural chinook escapement
indicator stocks in Southeast Alaska.
Included are:
Alsek. Situk, Chilkat, Taku, King Salmon, Andrews
Creek, Stikine, Unuk, Chickamin, Blossom and Keta.
Some of these are also transboundary systems. These
indicator stocks represent an estimated 80 to 90
percent
of the total potential
natural
chinook
production from the 34 chinook systems in this region.
Escapements are monitored annually in each of the
indicator systems (or index tributaries) primarily
through aerial surveys of peak escapements,
and in
several
cases
by
counting
weirs.
Comparative
escapements are generally available since 1975.
The
period 1975-80 is used as the base period for comparing
changes in escapements since the rebuilding program for
Southeast Alaska chinook stocks began in 1981.
Several hatchery chinook stocks will also be selected
as harvest rate indicator stocks.
These are expected
to include Neets Bay, Crystal Lake and Little Port
Walter.

Technical Contacts: Mel Seibel/Paul Kissner
Alaska Dept. of Fish and Game
P.O. Box 20
Douglas, Alaska
99824-0020
Ph. (907) 465-4250
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[Transboundary chinook stocks are included in this
section for purposes of completeness and continuity in
discussing the Southeast Alaska region natural chinook
stock rebuilding program,
escapement indicator stocks.
and fisheries management regimes relating to stock
rebuilding.
However,
a separate transboundary chinook
section has also been prepared in which a more detailed
description of transboundary chinook stocks and the
joint Canada / U.S. rebuilding program, is presented.]

GEOGRAPHICAL REGION
The Southeast Alaska region encompasses an area of approximately
480 nautical miles from Cape Suckling on the north to Dixon
Entrance on the south (Fig. 1). Naturally spawning chinook
salmon stocks occur throughout the mainland portion of the
region, however only one stock originates in an island system.
The region consists of five main salmon management areas Yakutat, Juneau, Sitka, Petersburg and Ketchikan (Fig 1).
Management of regional fisheries relative to chinook salmon is
coordinated on a coastwide basis vis-ta-vis the Pacific Salmon
Commission, and on a regional basis by the Alaska Board of
Fisheries (Board), the Alaska Department of Fish and Game
(ADF&G), and, for portions of the region in the Fisheries
Conservation Zone, the National Marine Fisheries Service.
In
addition to regionwide chinook regulations (such as annual, allgear catch ceilings; regionwide troll regulatationsj etc.), area
and stock specific chinook management regulations are also
implemented both preseason and inseason as needed.

DESCRIPTION OF NATURAL CHINOOK STOCKS
Natural chinook salmon runs have been documented in 34 rivers and
streams in the Southeast Alaska region and transboundary areas.
Names and locations of these stocks are listed in Table 1;
approximate locations are shown in Fig. 2. As indicated above,
all natural spawning chinook from this region originate in
mainland rivers and streams except for the King Salmon River
stock, a minor chinook run of several hundred spawning near the
northern ·end of Admiralty Island.
(A few chinook salmon have
occasionally been observed in other systems, however no other
permanent natural spawning chinook stocks have been documented to
date. )
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Nearly all Southeast Alaska and transboundary natural chinook are
"spring" type fish which enter spawning systems during the spring
and early summer months.
After emergence the following spring,
the vast majority of fry remain in freshwater rearing areas for
one year, migrating seaward the following spring as age 2 smolt.
After 2. 3, or 4 years of ocean residence, most chinook then
return to spawning areas as 4-, 5- or 6-year fish.
Major
spawning results from 5- and 6-year fish as the majority of 4year fish are males.
Of the 34 natural chinook salmon stocks in this region, 3 are
classified as major (potential production greater than 10,000), 9
as medium (production 1,500 to 10,000) and 22 as minor
(production less than 1,500). Based on relative escapement goals
as a measure of potential production, the major stocks are
thought to account for about 69 percent of potential production,
medium stocks 22 percent and minor stocks 9 percent.
Potential optimum production (catch plus escapement) from all
stocks combined is thought to be in the range of 128,000 to
160,000 based on current ADF&G management escapement goals
totaling approximately 64,000 chinook and assumed return per
spawner rates of 2 to 2.5. (It appears that the more southerly
stocks in the region may have somewhat higher productivity rates
than this while productivity of more northerly stocks may be
less. )
Information on migratory patterns of natural spawning chinook
salmon in this region is somewhat limited.
However, coded wire
tagging of several natural chinook stocks indicates that,
following migration from freshwater, immature, ocean rearing fish
tend to follow a northerly migration pattern.
(Coded wire tagged
hatchery.stocks exhibit a similar migration pattern.) A higher
percentage of progeny from the more southerly stocks subsequently
tend to remain in marine areas of the region during ocean
residency.
Most of the more northerly stocks tend to leave the
region and move to offshore ocean rearing areas.
Maturing
chinook generally follow a southerly migration pattern enroute
from ocean rearing areas to spawning systems.
Six of the 34 documented natural chinook systems in the Southeast
Alaska region are also transboundary rivers, originating in
Canada and flowing to the sea through the Southeast Alaska
panhandle.
These include the three major systems (Alsek, Taku
and Stikine) and three of the medium systems (Chilkat, Unuk and
Chickamin).
The proportion of spawning which occurs on each side
of the boundary varies substantially between systems as shown
below.
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APPROXIMATE SPAWNING DISTRIBUTIONS OF
CHINOOK SALMON IN TRANSBOUNDARY RIVERS
Stock Size
Classification

River

-------

--------------

Approx. Percent Spawning
Alaska
Canada

--------

--------

major

95-100%

0-5%

medium

10-20%

80-90%

Taku

major

95-100%

0-5%

Stikine 1/

major

90-95%

5-10%

Unuk

medium

0-5%

95-100%

Chickamin

medium

0-5%

95-100%

Alsek
Chilkat

Size Classification: major: greater than 10,000;
medium: 1,500 to 10,000
1/ Does not include Andrews Creek.
Proprietorship of natural chinook salmon spawning and rearing in
the transboundary rivers is shared under prOV1S10ns of the
Pacific Salmon Treaty and management is coordinated between the
two jursidictions.

FISHERIES AND CHINOOK SALMON MANAGEMENT

Harvest of natural chinook stocks originating in the Southeast
Alaska region occurs primarily in Southeast Alaska fisheries.
Transboundary stocks are also harvested by Canadian fisheries in
Canadian portions of the rivers.
Although some harvest of the
more southerly stocks occurs in northern B.C. fisheries, it
appears to be a small percentage of the total harvest.
High seas
fisheries are known to harvest some Southeast Alaska and
transboundary natural chinook stocks, however the magnitude of
this harvest is unknown.
Detailed information on harvest
distribution of natural chinook stocks is not available due to
the limited nature of coded wire tagging of natural stocks and
the absence of stock specific stock identification techniques.
Chinook salmon are harvested in the Southeast Alaska region by
directed troll and recreational fisheries, and incidentally by
net fisheries targeting on other species.
In 1986 when the total
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chinook catch was 280,000 (prelim.), approximate harvest
percentages by gear were: troll - 84%; recreational - 8%;
incidental net - 8%.
(Only several hundred chinook are taken
annually in subsistence food fisheries.) Nearly all of the
chinook harvest in Southeast Alaska fisheries occurs in marine
waters with less than one percent being taken in several inriver
fisheries, primarily in the Yakutat area.
Annual chinook
catches by all Southeast Alaska fisheries are currently limited
under catch ceilings established by the Pacific Salmon
Commission.
In addition to natural chinook stocks originating in the region,
Southeast Alaska fisheries also harvest Alaskan hatchery chinook,
and natural and hatchery chinook from British Columbia coastal
areas and the Pacific Northwest.
It is not currently possible to
estimate total harvest of Southeast region natux~l chinook stocks
either individually or in aggregate since the bulk of the harvest
occurs in mixed stock fisheries and stock identification
techniques are not available.
Southeast Alaska salmon fisheries
are regulated to take into account management needs of both local
and non-Alaskan chinook stocks.
Management for non-Alaska
chinook stocks is coordinated with management of other coastal
fisheries through the Pacific Salmon Commission.

Natural Chinook Qto£k Rebuilding Program
In 1981 a rebuilding program was initiated for Southeast Alaska
and transboundary natural chinook stocks with the objective of
rebuilding depressed stocks within 15 years or approximately 3
cycles.
To achieve this, regulations implemented since the mid1970s to restrict chinook catches in intermediate and terminal
troll, net and recreational fisheries were continued.
In
addition, more restrictive regulations were implemented including
regionwide spring troll closures, other stock specific time/area
troll closures, and limits on annual regionwide chinook salmon
catches by all gear.
(Annual catch limits have been implemented
since 1980 for conservation of both Alaskan and non-Alaskan
natural chinook stocks.) A brief summary of major regulations is
shown in the following table.
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REGULATIONS RESTRICTING S.E. ALASKA CHINOOK SALMON CATCHES
SINCE INITIATION OF A NATURAL STOCK REBUILDING PROGRAM IN 1981
Restrictions

Comments

Regionwide spring
troll closures

Troll fishery closed April 15 - May 14 to
protect migrating spring spawners; extended
to June 14 in 1982 in portions of District 1
to protect later migrating southern stocks.

Annual chinook
catch limits

Progressively more restrictive limits placed
on all gear chinook catches, from approx.
340,000 in 1980 to 254,000 in 1986.

Delayed summer
season troll
opening.

In response to decreasing chinook catch
limits, summer troll season opening dates
have been delayed, from May 15 in 1981 to
June 20 in 1986.
This has been necessary to
limit chinook only closures, and associated
chinook hook and release, during summer coho
fisheries.

No directed
net fisheries

Continued since mid-1970s.

ESCAPEMENT INDICATOR STOCKS
Eleven of the 34 natural chinook stocks in the Southeast Alaska
and trans boundary areas are currently used as escapement
indicator stocks (Table 2).
These indicator stocks have been
selected on the basis of importance, enumerability of spawners
(glacial water in many systems prevents aerial or foot surveys),
and funding availabililty.
In several systems, chinook
escapements are enumerated incidentally to the monitoring of
sockeye escapements.
Due to glacial water and physical
characteristics of watersheds in some of the larger systems,
spawning escapements can only be enumerated in select
tributaries which are then considered index or indicator
tributaries for the system.
Chinook escapements to the indicator
systems - or index tributaries - are monitored annually to
provide an "index" or relative measure of chinook escapements to
the region.
Comparable estimates of spawning escapements to
indicator systems have been obtained for most years since 1975.
The eleven indicator stocks are used in aggregate to monitor
general tre~ds in chinook stock status for development of
regionwide management regulations.
In addition, information on
individual or geographically grouped stocks (for example the Behm
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Canal stocks) is also used for development of area or stock
specific management regulations.
The actual relative proportion of total region chinook escapement
contributed by the indicator stocks is unknown since escapements
to non-indicator stocks are not directly enumerated. However,
~§~i~~~~§ of total region escapements are derived by expanding
indicator or index escapements to account for aerial survey
counting rates, and for unsurveyed tributaries and systems.
In
1986, directly enumerated escapements (by weir or aerial/foot
surveys) accounted for approximately 40 percent of the estimated
total escapement. Expansion of index counts both for survey
counting rates and unsurveyed tributaries within indicator
systems in 1986 indicates that escapement indicator systems
contributed approximately 80 percent of the estimated total
region chinook escapement.
Thus, while the exact contribution of
indicator stocks to the total region escapements is unknown, and
varies between years, it is thought to be in the range of 80 to
90 percent of the total region escapement.
Distribution of chinook indicator stocks by stock size is
summarized in the following table.
S.E. ALASKA REGION CHINOOK ESCAPEMENT INDICATOR STOCKS
SUMMARIZED BY SIZE CATEGORY

Size Category
Major

Total
No. of
Systems
------3

Indicator Systems
Category
Number
Percent
-----------100%
3

9

7

78%

Minor

22

1

5%

Totals

34

11

Medium

Geographical distribution of chinook escapement indicator stocks
is summarized in the following table.
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GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF CHINOOK INDICATOR STOCKS
ADF&G
Mgm't Area

Total
No. of
Systems

-----------

-------

No. of
Indicat.
Stocks

-------

Indicator Stock/Tributary
(T
Transboundary)

=

Yakutak

9

2

Alsek / Klukshu (T); Situk

Juneau

3

3

Chilkat / Big Boulder (T);
Taku / Nakina. Nahlin (T);
King Salmon R.

Petersburg

11

2

Stikine / Little Tahltan (T);
Andrews Creek

Ketchikan

11

4

Unuk (T); Chickamin (T);
Blossom; Keta

Totals

34

11

(No naturally spawning chinook stocks occur in the Sitka
management area.)
It should be emphasized that the management
areas shown are broad, all species salmon management areas and do
not represent specific chinook managment units.
Chinook escapements are currently enumerated by counting weirs on
two of the indicator systems and by aerial and/or foot surveys on
the other nine systems.
The Canadian Dept. of Fisheries and
Oceans operates a weir on the Klukshu tributary of the Alsek
River, and ADF&G operates a weir on the Situk River.
(Both weirs
are operated primarily for sockeye enumeration but also provide
chinook escapement counts.) Weirs have been operated in some
years on Andrews Creek and the King Salmon River.
Weirs are
operated throughout the summer season while aerial and foot
surveys are generally conducted during peak chinook spawning
periods from mid-July to mid-August.
The proportion of total spawning escapements directly enumerated
in indicator systems varies between systems depending on the
counting method or type of survey (weirs or aerial/foot surveys),
and the proportion of total spawning area or tributaries
surveyed.
For purposes of comparison and aggregation of
indicator stocks, estimates of .tQtal annual spawning escapements
for each indicator stock and, subsequently for all stocks, are
derived by expanding index escapement counts for (1) survey
counting rates; (2) proportion of spawning in index areas or
tributaries; and (3) proportion of systems surveyed within each
of the three size categories.
Survey counting rates represent the proportion of total spawning
fish enumerated or counted by the particular surveyor counting
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method used.
If chinook are counted at a weir, the counting rate
is 1.00; i.e. virtually all spawning fish are assumed to have
passed through the weir.
If index escapement estimates are based
on aerial surveys of peak spawning, only a percentage of the
total number of spawners is normally counted due to protracted
spawning and spawner distribution; percentages used for indicator
systems range from 62.5 to 80 percent.
Survey counting rates are
based on general knowledge of spawning patterns by fisheries
management and research biologists, and in some cases, on
comparative escapement estimates from weirs and aerial surveys.
Tributary expansion factors are used for four of the eleven
indicator systems to estimate total system escapements since not
all chinook producing tributaries of these systems are surveyed.
The percentage of total system escapements represented by
surveyed or index tributries ranges from 14 percent (Big Boulder
tributary of the Chirkat River) to 64 percent (Klukshu tributary
of the Alsek River).
These percentages are also based on
general knowledge of chinook production from system watersheds by
fisheries biologists familiar with the systems.
For illustration, expansion of index escapement counts to
estimates of total escapements for 1986 are shown in Table 3.
Survey counting rate and tributary expansion factors are shown
for each indicator system.
To derive an estimate of the total
region chinook escapement, average escapements of indicator'
stocks in the medium and minor stock size categories are assumed
for non-indicator stocks.

ESCAPEMENT TRENDS AND REBUILDING STATUS
Relatively complete and comparable annual escapement data for the
eleven indicator stocks is available since 1975.
This data is
summarized in Table 4.
The 6-year period, 1975-80, prior to the
beginning of the rebuilding program in 1981 is used as the base
period for measuring changes in escapements during the rebuilding
period.
Escapement trends for the overall region and for indicator stocks
are summarized below.
Comparisons are made primarily between the
1975-80 base periods and 1981-85, the first five years, or
approximately the first cycle, of the 15-year rebuilding program.
In addition, 1986 escapements are reviewed and relative
achievement of escapement goals is discussed. All escapement
data is from Table 4.
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During 1981-85, the first 5-year period of the 15-year rebuilding
program, the average total region chinook escapement increased by
49 percent to 39,000 from 26,000 in 1975-80.
In 1986, the first
year of the second 5-year period, the estimated total region
escapement of 46,000 reflected an increase of about 18 percent
above the 1981-85 average escapement of 39,000.
Annual escapements have fluctuated substantially since the
beginning of the rebuilding program in 1981 from a maximum of
52,000 in 1981 to a minimum of 25,000 in 1983. As shown in
Figure 3, escapements declined from 1981 to 1983, but then
increased each year from 1984 through 1986. This trend in total
region escapements was due primarily to a similar trend in
escapements to two major systems, the Taku and Stikine rivers,
which represent a large proportion of the total region
escapement. Reduced escapements in the Taku and Stikine in 1983,
and to a lesser degree in 1982 and 1984, appeared to be due
primarily to poor brood year survival.
Similar trends were not
observed in escapements to other indicator systems.

[It should be noted that for individual indicator stocks,
relative changes in estimated tot~l escapements are the same as
relative changes in directly observed ingex escapements since
expansions for survey counting rates and index tributary
contributions represent a fixed scalar multiplier.]
During 1981-85, average escapements increased in nine of the
eleven indicator systems compared to the 1975-80 base period
(Figure 4).
Increases ranged from 16 percent for the Taku to 457
percent for the Chilkat. Escapements more than doubled, i.e.
increased by more than 100 percent, in five of the indicator
systems, and nearly doubled in a sixth system, the Stikine (+98%
increase).
Average escapements decreased in two of the indicator systems
during 1981-85, compared to the base period 1975-80.
Both of the
two systems, the Alsek (-30%) and the Situk (-37%). are in the
Yakutat management area and represent the most northly of the
indicator systems.
The more southerly stocks have generally
experienced larger increases in escapements, a pattern which will
be discussed below.
In the case of the Situk, it should be noted
that while the average 1981-85 escapement showed a decline
relative to the base period, escapements during the last three
years, 1984-86, have improved with an average inc~eas~ of 14
percent relative to the base period.
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In 1986, escapements to indicator stocks generally reflected
further improvements, increasing in 9 of the 11 indicator systems
relative to both 1985 and average 1981-85 escapements.
Escapements decreased in two systems, the Chilkat and Stikine,
in 1986.
One pattern appears to be developing in the relative response of
different indicator stocks to the escapement rebuilding program.
Stocks in the southern portion of the region have shown larger,
more consistent increases in escapements than the central and
more northerly stocks.
Summary data is shown below.
CHANGES IN TOTAL CHINOOK ESCAPEMENTS FOR INDICATOR STOCKS
GROUPED ACCORDING TO THREE GEOGRAPHICAL REGIONS
Location (Stocks)
Southern
(Unuk, Blossom,
Chickamin, Keta)
Central
(Stikine, Andrews,
King Salmon, Taku,
Chilkat)
Northern (Yakutat)
(Alsek, Situk)

Average Total Escapement
1975-80
1981-85

Percent
Change

2,200

-4,815

+119%

14,881

23,526

+ 58%

4,133

- 32%

6,058

As seen in the above table (and Figure 5), the four indicator
stocks in the Behm Canal area experienced an average increase of
119 percent during 1981-85; the four indicator stocks in the more
central portion of the region increased by 58%; escapements to
the Alsek and Situk rivers in the Yakutat area degreaseg by 32
percent.
At least two factors are thought to be contributing to this
pattern.
First, and probably most important in terms of relative
impact, the more southerly stocks were apparently being harvested
by local marine fisheries at higher rates· prior to the rebuilding
program, and therefore benefited to a greater extent from fishery
restrictions implemented for rebuilding.
The central and more
northerly stocks, were being harvested at lower rates, and
subsequently benefited less from fishery restrictions.
Coded wire tagging of both natural and hatchery stocks has
demonstrated a greater tendency for the more southerly stocks to
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contribute, both as immature and mature fish, to marine fisheries
throughout the region. particularily to the Southeast Alaska
troll fishery where the major chinook catch restrictions have
been imposed.
This appears to be due in part to the general
northerly migration pattern of most juvenile chinook after they
enter the ocean, which results in the more southerly stocks
remaining in Southeast Alaska waters to a greater extent during
ocean residency.
(Coded wire tagging of Taku natural chinook
fry, for example, suggests that Taku stocks are available to the
Southeast Alaska troll fishery primarily as mature fish during
spring spawning migrations periods, which have been closed to
fishing during the rebuilding program, with few recoveries of
immature fish being made at other times of the year.)
A second factor which appears to be contributing to this pattern
is the higher, and more consistent, survival rates for the more
southerly chinook stocks, which spawn and rear in generally
milder climatic conditions.
(Productivity of other salmon
species is also generally higher, and more consistent, in the
southern portion of the region.) More variable returns have been
noted for the central and northern stocks, particularily the
Stikine, Taku, and Chilkat.
If the more northerly stocks were in fact contributing to marine
fisheries at a lower rate, a weaker response in escapements might
be expected when conservation measures were implemented.
However, the observed g~Qlin~ in escapements in the Alsek and
Situk would not be expected.
(It should be noted that inriver
catches were reduced substantially in 1981-85 compared to 197580, and that total inriver returns declined in both systems in
spite of significantly expanded conservation measures.) Returns
during 1981-85 may have declined due to factors such as less
favorable environmental conditions, increased predation, impacts
of high seas fisheries, or some combination of these.
Large
concentrations of seals have been observed near the mouth of the
Alsek during spring migrations of salmon (P. Kissner, Pers.
Comm.).
Regarding potential impacts by high seas fisheries,
~nQ~n changes in fishing patterns since the late 1970s would have
been expected to reduce - rather than increase - impacts on
chinook returning to these areas (S. Ignell, Pers. Comm.).
If the pattern of weaker escapement responses in the central and
northerly stocks is due primarily to lower harvest rates on these
stocks by local marine fisheries prior to rebuilding, which it
appears to be, this could have important implications relative to
the appropriateness of current escapement goals for some systems.
For example, if current inriver returns to the Alsek represent
nearly total returns from parent escapements, this would imply
that escapements during 1975-80 were in fact producing at
approximately a 1:1 rate.
This further implies, given a Ricker
type reproduction curve, that the 1975-80 escapements (average
4,500) were above optimum levels, and in fact near natural

=
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equilibrium levels.
If this is the case, the current management
goals of 5,000 (ADF&G) would be too high to maximize sustainable
harvest levels. On the other hand, larger catches were reported
historically from the Dry Bay fishery at the mouth of the
Yakutat; an average catch of 12,700 was taken during the 14-year
period 1914-27.
It is not known to what extent these catches
represented overfishing, however, catches - and estimated inriver
returns - have been much less in recent years. A similar
situation exists for the Situk.
The above considerations should be taken into account in the
review of escapement goals currently being conducted.

[A more detailed assessment of rebuilding progress is currently
being conducted. The following represents a general assessment
based on escapement trends observed to date.]
Current management escapement goals for the indicator stocks have
been established and are also shown in Table 4. Data is not
available for spawner/recruit analysis of optimum escapement
levels.
However, the goals shown, which were initially
established in 1981, are considered to be first working estimates
of optimum spawning levels.
These goals are based on: (1)
maximum escapements observed prior to 1981 when natural chinook
stocks were significantly depressed and it was felt unlikely that
even maximum escapements substantially exceeded optimum spawning
levels; (2) observed utilization of surveyed spawning areas; and
(3) historical catch patterns in some terminal area fisheries.
Index escapement goals were initially established for indicator
or index systems and then expanded to total system escapement
goals using the methods described in the previous section.
Expansion of index escapement goals to total escapement goals is
shown in Table 5. Management escapement goals are currently
being reevaluated taking into account information obtained since
the beginning of the rebuilding program in 1981.
Estimated total region chinook escapements during the base period
1975-80 averaged 26,000 or about 41 percent of the region goal of
64,000.
During 1981-85, the first five years of the rebuilding
program, the average escapement increased to 39,000 or 61 percent
of the goal.
In 1986, the estimated total escapement of 46,000
represented 72 percent of the management goal.
Relative achievement of escapement goals has varied substantially
between indicator stocks during the first five years of the
rebuilding program.
Average 1981-85 escapements ranged from 36
to 126 percent of the respective management goals (Table 6 and
Fig. 6).
Numbers of indicator stocks achieving different levels
of escapement goals are summarized below.
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NUMBERS OF S.E. ALASKA REGION CHINOOK INDICATOR STOCKS
ACHIEVING DIFFERENT LEVELS OF ESCAPEMENT GOALS
DURING 1975-80 COMPARED TO 1981-85
Percent
of Goal

-------0 - 25%

1975-80 Base Period
Percent
Number
-----------27%
3

1981-85 First Cycle
Percent
Number
-----------0%
0

25

-

50%

5

45%

2

18%

50

-

75%

2

18%

5

45%

75

-

100%

1

9%

4

36%

11

11

In 1986, management escapement goals were met or exceeded in
seven of the eleven indicator systems.

A general assessment of rebuilding progress is summarized below.
This assessment is based on current management goals and
escapement trends observed to date (data in Tables 4 and 6).

Five of the eleven indicator stocks appear to be substantially
ahead of the rebuilding schedule at this point.
These include
the four Behrn Canal systems (Unuk, Chickamin, Blossom and Keta)
and the King Salmon River.
Relatively large percentage increases
have occurred since the beginning of the rebuilding program and
current escapements are generally near or above management goals.
Goals are expected to be generally met or exceeded during the
second cycle.
2.) Indicator stocks for

~hich

rebuilding progres§ is

~~cer~ain.

Rebuilding progress is currently uncertain for four indicator
stocks, Andrews Creek, Stikine, Chilkat and Situk, due lack of
clear, recent trends in escapements since 1981.
In each case,
escapements have fluctuated substantially, with some increases
relative to 1975-80 and some decreases.
For the Situk,
escapements declined during the first three years of the
rebuilding program (1981-83 average =556 compared to 1975-80
average = 1557), but increased during the last three years (198486 average = 1771).
If the 1984-86 escapement pattern continues,
during which escapements averaged 84 percent of the escapement
goal, the Situk stocks would appear to be on schedule.
Escapements to the Chilkat initially showed large increases
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(1981-84 averge = 1,324; 1975-80 average = 213), but then
declined in 1985 (625) and 1986 (170) to levels sUbstantially
below the goal of 2,000 spawners.
If 1985-86 escapements
represent a poor brood year survival and escapements return to
1981-84 levels, the Chilkat stock could return to schedule.
No
clear trends exist for the other two stocks at this point.

Two of the eleven indicator stocks appear to be behind
schedule, the Alsek and Taku rivers. Except for 1986,
escapements to the Alsek since 1981 have generally been below
base period escapements as indicated above. Following a large
increase in the Taku escapement during the first year (1981
escap. = 17,889; 1976-&0 average = 7,978), escapements declined
during the next three years (1982-84 average = 5,910). Al though
Taku escapements increl:~ed in 1985 (10,851) and 1986 (12,178),
they still rema~in, 5ub~~ntiallY below the goal of 25,600.
--

:,:~. -..;~:~~;~:
.:ft

Qum!!!ary._

As seen above, ~r~u~':lag progre5~~:''f#';~~pement indicator
system~ during,the first six yea:s ~f the rebuildin~~p.~.,:,:~.5
been ml.xed. Fl. ve of the eleven l.ndl.cator systems are-a.·3.___ .
schedule and near escapements goals; two systems appear to be
behind schedule, and four systems reflect uncertain progress due
to lack of clear trends in escapements.
This assessment is based
on current management escapement goals.
The appropriateness of
these goals, particularily for the more northern stocks, is
being reviewed in light of new information obtained since the
rebuilding program began in 1981.
Escapements during the second cycle or five year period, 1986-90,
should benefit from increased escapements during the first cycle
which occurred to some extent in all but two systems.
In
addition, regulations limiting chinook harvest during the second
cycle are expected to be more restrictive on average than during
the first cycle when regulations were first being imposed and
progressively became more restrictive.
It is important, however,
that escapement trends during the early part of the second cycle
be carefully monitored for indicator systems with inadequate
responses during the first cycle.
Primary reference sources for index escapements:
1975-85: Kissner, Paul D.
1986. (In Process)
A study of chinook salmon in Southeast Alaska.
Alaska Dept. of Fish and Game, Annual Report
1985-86; Project F-10-1, 27 (AFS-41)
1986: ADF&G (P. Kissner) and CDFO (S. Johnston)
mgm't records.
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Figure 2 • Approximate locations of natural chinook salmon systems in Southeast
Alaska and transboundary areas. (ADF&G 1/87)
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Figure 3. Estimated total chinook salmon escapements to Southeast Alaska and
transbounaary systems, 1975-86. (Rev. ADF&G 2/4/87)
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stocks grouped according to geographical regions.
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S.E. ALASKA AND TRANSB. CHINOOK STOCKS
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Figure 6. Average percent of chinook salmon escapement goals achieved
during 1975-80 and 1981-85 for escapement indicator stocks
in Southeast Alaska and transboundary areas. (ADF&G 2/4/87)
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TABLE· 1. NATURAL CHINOOK SALMON SYSTEMS IN SOUTHEAST ALASKA INCLUDING TRANSBoUNDARY RIVERS
WITH ESCAPEMENT INDICATOR SYSTEMS SHOWN IADF&G 12/96; FILE: SYSTEMS.TABI - CONT,
";p-----App~~;i;;t;-L~~;ti~~---st;ti;ti~;i-A~;;-C~d;;---E;~;p;;;~t--~-p~j;~~y----Sy;t;;--N~;;--Index
Indi cator
Type of IT = Transb.) 1

No.

Latitude!N) LonqitudelW) Area Subarea Syste.

Syste. It)

Count

Indicator Trib.

MAJOR SYSTEMS IRUN SIZE 10,000 DR GREATER)
a
7 59 03'

a
13B 34'

lB2

30

010

I

Weir

Alsek IT)
IKluckshu

11

a
5B 59'

a
133 09'

111

32

032

I

Aerial

Taku IT)
INakina, Nahlin

16

a
57 14'30·

a
12B 19'00·

lOB

Various

I

Aerial

Stikine en
ILittle Tahl tin

MEDIU" SYSTE"S IRUN SIZE 1,500 to 10,000)
a
3 59 26'30"
a
10 59 12'30"

a
139 33'00·
a
135 2B'30·

32

a
56 40'10"
a
56 12'15"
a
56 13'30·
a
56 95'
a
55 47'
a
55 23'45·

a
132 15.' 00·
a
131 37'00'
a
131 30'45"
a
131 OS'
a
138 SB'
a
130 36'28"

33

a
55 20'10·

a
130 2B'29"

17
20

21
26
2B

lB2

70

010

I

Weir

Situk

115

31

025

I

Aeriall
Foot

Chilkat IT)
IBig Boulder Cr.

lOB

40.

107

40

049

Harding

107

40

0521053

Bradfield

101

75

030

I

Aerial

Unuk m

101

71

004

I

Aeri ill

Chickaain

101

55

020

I

Aerial tliIsonBlaSIa.

101

30

030

I

Aerial

020

I

21

Neir/Foot

AndreNS Cr.

Keh

IT)

Table 1. NATURAL CHINOOK SAL"ON SYSTE"S IN SOUTHEAST ALASKA INCLUDIN6 TRANS BOUNDARY
RIVERS WITH ESCAPE"ENT INDICATOR SYSTE"S SHOWN (ADF~G 12/86)
";p----App;~;i;;t;-L~~;ti~~----st;ti~ti~;i-A;;;-C~d;~---E~~;p;;;~t----p~i;;;y----Sy;t;;--N~;;

Index
No. Latitude(N) LongitudelW) Area Subarea Systel

Indicator
Systel I')

Type of
Count

IT = Transb)1
Indicator Trib.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------"INOR SYSTE"S (RUN SIZE LESS THAN 1,500)
o

0

59 32'50·

139 48'20·

183

50

010

Ankau

2 59027'20·

139036'30·

182

80

010

Last

182

60

010

Dangerous

182

50

010

Ihlio

o

4 59 20'55·
o

5

0

139 18'00·
0

59 19'40·
o
59 17

139 14'30'
139 03'

182

40

010

Ahe

8 59005'20'
o
9 59 04'10'
a
12 58 02'30'
a
13 57 35'00'

138026'30·
a
138 20'55"
a
134 20'30'
a
133 21'15'

182

20

010

Eask Alsek

182

10

010

Doale

111

17

010

110

32

009

Chuck

14

133008'45"
a
132 49'05a
131 59'
a
131.40:45·

110

14

007

Farngut

108

60

003

ltuddy

107

40

024

Aaron

107

40

047

Tal

107

40

055

Eagle

107

20

001

Anm

101

75

005

Heraann

6

15
18
19
22
23
24

57009'30·
a
56 54'10·
a
56 21'
o
56 12'40·
a
56 10"
a
56 10'50·

0

•

Aerial

King Salaon

!I

131 36
a
131 53'05"

131 11'30·
a
131 06'00'
a
130 42'00·

101

7S

010

Srmt

101

75

050

Khhini

29

59025'
a
56 01 '30·
a
56 02'30'
a
55 45'10·

101

71

028

W.Uer

30

55033'

130052'

101

bO

015

a

a

Rudyerd

31

55 32'

130 35'

101

60

. 030

34

55009'30"

130031'45"

101

30

060

25
26

a

Hirten
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TABLE 2. SOUTHEAST ALASKA NATURAL CHINOOK SALMON INDICATOR STOCKS
(FILE: SEAKIND.WK1i DISK: 1986 CTC RBLD)
REGION: SOUTHEAST ALASKA
RUN TYPE: SPRING
1 HARVEST RATE INDICATORS
!ESCAPEMENT INDICATORS
!TERMINAL !
!TERMINAL !
SOURCES
OF
PRODUCTION
!STOCK/SYSTEM
!RUN
SIZE
!
STOCK/SYSTEM
SIZE _!
___________________________ 1________________________________________________ 1!RUN
_________
.
.
SOUTHEAST ALASKA
!ALSEK
! SELECTED S.E. AK
(34 SYSTEMS INCLUDIN6
!SITUK
! HATCHERIES TO BE
TRANSBOUNDARY RIVERS)
!CHILKAT
! DETER"INED.
!TAKU
! E.S. NEETS BAY
!KINS SALMON
CRYSTAL LAKE !
!ANDREWS CR.
LITTLE PORT
!STIKINE
!UNUK
!CHICKAI1IN
!BLOSSOM
!KETA

PERCENT OF PRODUCTION
REPRESENTED

80-90l
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TABLE 3. PRELIMINARY ESTIMATES OF TOTAL 1986 CHINOOK SALMON
ESCAPEMENTS TO SOUTHEAST ALASKA AND TRANSBOUNDARY
RIVERS. (REVISED ADF&G 12/5/86)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Index SysteM I
Tribuhry

-------------1986
•
Eseap.
Index
.

Index SysteMs ------------- --- Totals .-Est.
Survey Tribut.
Est. Categ.
Total
Expans. Expans.
Tohl Expans.
Factor Factor
Escap. Factor Escap.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Kajar Category (Transboundaryl Systals (3 totall

Alsek/Klukshu
Taku/Nakina, Nahlin
Stitine/Little Tahltan

2708 1111
5480 (AI
1254 IAI

I

1/.64

1/.75
11.625

11.60
1/.25

4231
12178
8026

--------------------------------------------------------------"ajar Subtotal I

24435

9442

. 1 24435

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------"ediul Category Systels 19 totall

SHut
Chllkat/Big Bouldlr
AndreNI Creek

2067 (III
I?. (FI
707 (FI

1

Behl Canal SYlt111
Unuk
Chickuin
BlolIOI
Keh

2126
1677
1278
690

1I.62S
1/.625
1/.625
1/.625

Subtotals

snt

"ediul Subtotals
King Sallon R.
"inor Subtotals
All Systl" Totlll

11.80
1/.625

(AI
(A)
(A)
(AI

1
11.14
1

2067
170
1131

1
1

3402
2683
2045
1104

t
t

9234
~------------------------.----------------------------------~
8564
917 16202
12601
Kinor Category SystllS (22 totall
199 (AI
1/.80
1
249
199

249

18205

3728S

22/1

5473
46109

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Natesl Cl' CU, • Nlir cownt, (AI • aerial survey Istilates; IFI • foot survey eltilatls.
(21 EIClpelent Iitilatis include largl, 3-acean and oldlr chinook only;
jacks are nat included except for Alsek/Klukshu Nlir cownt.
(31 Totll Iscapelent estilatls • (indlx escapelents) I (1lplnsion factorsl.
Data S9urcesl All Iystell elclpt transboundary riversl
AUF'8 lanagelent recards (Pers. Call. P. Kissner, D. Ingledull
Transboundary river Syst.ISI
Allek/Klukshu Neir caunt ~ CDFD Igl't recordl (S. Johnson I
Tlka Ind Stikinl - joint CDFO (S. Johnsonl, ADF.S (P. Kissner)
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TABlE 4. ESTIMTER TOTAl CHINOOK SAL. ESCAPEflENTS TO ESCAPEItENT INDICATOR SYSTEIIS AND TO AlL SOUTHEAST AlASKA AND TRAISBOUNDARV tTl RIVERS, 1975-8b.
(INDEX ESCAPEItEHTS HAVE BEEII EIPAIIDED FOR SURVEY CDUNTIII6 RATES AHD UNSURVEYED TRIBUTARIES.)
(REV. ADF.S 1/27/87; FILE: sunVER2.WKll

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------"£DIU" SYSTE/tS»»»»»»»»)}»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»)"}» )i»»»»»»»)
IUMOR SVSTEIlS;'»}»»
TOTAL
"AJOR SYSTE"S}»»»}»»»»)
Yllir

laku Stikin.

Ah.k

m

m

m

Itajar
Sullt.

Situk Chilkat Andn.1

m

lkIuk
tTl

Chicka- BlDISOI

Kth

Belli

"Hi ...

"-diul

Sabt.

IJaStll'Y •

Su~t.

4501
1944
4913
4650
6880
4120

4609
82711
10000
4917
6593
11402

4480 ' 13590
2560
12782
5120 20033
4045
13612
7462 20935
13671 311"

--------------7978
18704
6224
AWl 75-80 4501
N
0"1

1911
1982
1•
1984

I.

3302
3688

3931
2594
2227

17889
1407
lOll
6307
10151

21338
11112
.2
1282
10227

42529
30207
10751
1711l
23305

.

1557
1933
1872
1103
1754
1125

188
223
223
214
214
214

371
404
456
388
327
281

88
317
18"
2824
922
1683

562
195
316
2410
224
411

245
109
179
229
86

142

325
134
368
627
682
307

1220
155
2789
3970
1914
2550

951
948
1526
1621
1202
1192

4287
4203
6866
72f16

5411
5362

-----------------------------------407
165
2200
371
144
1240
5581
213
1283
1670
500
1010
2045

511

625

3U
355
510

1170
2162
1770
2939
1162

1622
1531

-574
-In

971

104

697

747

2100

2009

635

ninor

All

SlIbt.

SYSTEMS

------------------------------------------------------

1557
643
434
592
1726
1521

ninor

linen

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~

1975
1976
1971
1971
1979
1.

King

5.11. UnsuI'Y.

608
806
890

254

552
942
813
1114

526·
1206
1315
976

2551
4726
4917
6350
5525

1538
17"

1987
2993
2140

6920
11094
8942
13469
10521

3511

1155
1188
3685

19032
18811
305M

1568

22546

88

1497
2110
1137

2420
1925

2&766
38486

95

1995

2m

2U75

126
324
260
248
146

2652
6198
5460
5191
1072

2778
1122
5720
5445
3218

52227
45423

126
1321

2641

27"

12861
4ft

250

5250

53

1102

91
1&8
11

1707

110

25420

36097
37044

"I
--..-......
--------------------------------------------------------------------------4636
4857
2111
9589
221
39242
475
739
1004
4&15
1981
1091
3150
12352 24796
983
1184
hi 11-15
9294

P.,Clllt tlllII,e 1981-115 frDl 1975-80
1316
6128
-1352
liliiii..
161
-301
9ft
'.,clIt.

6093
331

4571

2ft

541

21n

574
3m

5'P7
14n

2616
11ft

800

6400

"'I't SaUl

5000

25556

P.,Ctnt Df 8M11
901
AWl 11-15
631

he 7S-IO

311
361

'reliei."'y 1986 lac..-b
4231
liliiii.
12171

1986 Chiate froe 1.
2004
1327
IIuIiIItI'
Pwcant.

901

13440
461
921

8026

43996
431
561
24435

741
4n
·2067

121

-2201
-221

1130
51

546
361

481

601

561

981

111
591
170

-455

150
4ft
631
1131

-m

621
1m

81

1511

28110

451
691

1440
241
761

1280
131
581
2045

511
1261
1104

3402

2683

1540
831

1152
751

911
101

106
111

1181

1861

1601

1381

141

m

3217
391
"1

4008
721
14476
391
061

lBl
881

1321

3Bl
981

132'1.

5500

381
881

63971
411
611

9214

3600

16202

249

5224

5473

46110

3709

6n

1260
541

5681

sn

103
111

2152
101

2255

9066

1441

1121

1121

1001

1001

1986 Pwe.at of Saal
851

891
721

101

241

1001

721

TABLE 5. PROJECTED TOTAL MANASEMENT ESCAPEMENT GOALS FOR NATURAL CHINOOK SALMON SYSTEKS
IN SOUTHEAST ALASKA AND TRANSBOUNDARY RIVERS. REVISED ADF&G: 10/17/B5

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Indicator Systel I Index
Tributaries IT=transb.1

------.------Index
Escap.
Goal

Indicator Systels --------Survey Tribut.
Total Categ.
Expans. Expans.
Escap. Expans.
Factor Factor
Soal Factor

Total
Escap.
Soal

Kajar Systels 13 totall
AIsek/Klukshu ITI
Taku/Nakina, Nahlin ITI
Stikine/Little Tahltan ITI
Kajar Subtotals

3200 (WI
11500 (AI
2100 (AI

1

1/.75
1/.625

1/.64
11.60
1/.25

5000
25556
13440
43996

43996

16BOO

Kediul Systels (9 totall
Situk
Chilkat/Big Boulder ITI
AndreNs Creek

2100 (WI
225 (AI
750 IWI

1
1/.BO
1

Behl Canal Systels
Unuk III
Chickalin III
Blossol
Keta

IBOO
900
800
500

1/.625
1/.625
1/.625
1/.625

Subtotals

4000

6400

7075

11259

Mediul Subtotals
King Sallon R.
Minor Subtotals
All Systels Totals

(AI
(AI
(AI
(AI

200 (AI

1
1/.14
1

2100
2009
750
2B80
1440
1280
800

917

14476

Kinor Systels (22 totall
1/.BO
1
250

200
250
2211
5500
===============================================================
24075

55504

Notes: (II (WI = Neir count; (AI = aerial survey peak escapelent estilate.
(21 Total escapelent goals = (index goalsl x (expansion factorsl.
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63971

TABLE 6. SUMMARY OF ESCAPEMENT TRENDS FOR SOUTHEAST ALASKA AND
TRANSBOUNDARY NATURAL CHINOOK SALMON INDICATOR STOCKS
SINCE THE BEGINNING OF A REBUILDING PROGRAM IN 1981.
(FILE: STATUS. TAB; DISK: PSC CTC REBUILDING; ADF&G 2/87).
Indicator Stocks
(T = transb.)

Percent Increase
81-85 vs 75-80

Percent of Goal
Ave 81-85
1986

Years Goal
Achieved

Unuk (T)

+ 54%

69%

118%

2/6

Chickamin (T)

+217%

76%

186%

3/6

Blossom

+348%

58%

160%

1/6

Keta

+147%

126%

138%

5/6

King Salmon

+132%

88%

100%

4/6

2.

QtQ£~~ fQ~ ~hi£h E~Qgre~~ i~ ~~£~~tain~

(1981-86 Escapement trends uncertain. )
Andrews Cr.

+ 28%

63%

151%

1/6

Stikine (T)

+ 98%

92%

60%

2/6

Chilkat (T)

+457%

59%

8%

1/6

Situk

-

47%

98%

1/6

37%

[Average escapement to Situk during 1984-86 increased by
14% over 1975-80 base period and averaged 84% of goal.]

3. Stocks behind

§£b~gyl~~

Taku (T)

+ 16%

36%

48%

0/6

Alsek (T)

- 30%

63%

85%

0/6
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